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Top 20 Newsmakers of 2004-05
CAITLIN HOWLETT
Editor-in-Chief
At
the end of the publishing
year. The Cord Weekly his-
torically recaps the biggest news
stories and tags it as The Cord's
Year in Review. Trying to
approach this daunting task of re-
organizing, re-writing and re-
interviewing in a fresh and easy
to read format, I asked my
Editorial staff to sit down and
evaluate who they thought were
the top 20 newsmakers in our
newspaper.
What follows is a list of 20
people and events that we all
agreed were some of the biggest
stories, accomplishments or
advancements featuring members
of the Laurier community. We
encourage you
to read the small
highlights about each story, indi-
vidual, project or advancement,
and ask yourself if indeed they
belong in our Top 20. We hope
you enjoy this unique presenta-
tion and we encourage you to
opine about the Top 20
Newsmakers of The Cord Weekly
by writing to letters@wlusp.com.
Enjoy.
I.The Men's Football Team
Men's football may not have
been the team of the year, but
they were certainly the story of
the year and without a doubt are
The Cord's Top Newsmaker.
Occupying the headlines from
early September until late
November, and some 8,000
school-spirited hearts along the
way, 2004 was as memorable for
the players as it was for the
school as a whole.
Entering the season under a
cloud of controversy, specifically
the legal hot water of three play-
ers, the Hawks weren't expected
to do much. Eight games later,
the Hawks had plowed through
every Ontario team, and finished
the season with their first 8-0
record ever.
Highlights included a turning-
point comeback win against
Western in week three and a
miraculous victory against Jesse
Luinsden's McMaster Marauders
on Homecoming.
'The Hawks would win their
next four regular season games,
against Waterloo, Guelph, Ottawa
and York, handily - never win-
ning by less than 19 points. Then,
in front of the largest football
crowd ever at University
Stadium, the Hawks once again
rallied from behind to claim a 31
-19 win, and the school's first
Yates Cup since 1991.
A Canadian semifinal loss to
Laval, the eventual Vanier Cup
winners, would do nothing to tar-
nish what was an incredible sea-
son.
Graham Folkema
All lined
up at 9pm: Eager students waited in iine to get into Wilf's. The rather lengthy line was
attributed to the abnormally warm weather experienced Tuesday. Who got in? We don't know.
Heinbecker welcomes
the world to WLU
Former UN
Ambassador speaks
to The Cord about
upcoming
conference and life
experience
ADRIAN MA
Staff Writer
One can easily forgive Paul
Heinbecker for postponing inter-
views: walking into the offices at
the Centre of International
Governance and Innovation you
get the impression that one of
Canada's most famous diplomats
is perpetually inundated with
work. He is a man with a wealth
of experience in Canadian foreign
policy, having worked for former
prime ministers in that area, and
is a fixture in international poli-
tics. appearing on CNN, CBC,
and working with the United
Nations.
Lately, much of his time has
been occupied with organizing a
major UN conference, taking
place at Laurier from April 3 to 5.
The conference is about UN
reform, something that
Heinbecker himself believes in
immensely.
"We really doneed a function-
ing international system," says
Heinbecker. "1 think the idea that
you would just base everything
on some cold calculation of inter-
est. and you leave your values
aside and you leave your aspira-
tions aside, and you assume a
cynical self-interested view [I
think] the world will not be a bet-
ter place if we go back to a world
where everything is decided by
power."
Heinbecker's influence is
largely the reason why a confer-
ence of this magnitude is being
held at Laurier: Heinbecker, a
graduate of this school when it
was known as Waterloo Lutheran
University, now works for
Laurier as the director of the
Laurier Centre for Global
Relations. Other posts he has held
in his career include Canadian
Ambassador to the UN. Minister
in Washington and Ambassador
to Germany.-
Contributed Photc
April 3-5 conference
to bring international
prestige to Laurier
KRIS COTE
International Editor
Do you know what (he definition
of terrorism is? When should the
international community inter-
vene in the internal affairs of sov-
ereign states? These topics and
more will be discussed by more
than 90 world diplomats and pol-
icy experts in Waterloo from
April 3rd to sth.
Wilfrid Laurier University,
the Centre for International
Governance Innovation (CIGI)
andThe Academic Council on the
United Nations System (ACUNS)
are sponsoring the conference.
Former Canadian ambassador to
the LIN. Paul Heinbecker, organ-
ized the event. Other prominent
Canadian officials include UN
Deputy Secretary-General,
Louise Frechette, former Minister
of Foreign Affairs Lloyd
Axworthy and Canada's current
LIN ambassador, Allan Rock.
Diplomats from around the
world are scheduled to attend the
event, with notable appearances
from Jean Ping, president of the
UN General Assemblv and Lord
￿
David Hannay, a member of the
UN High Level Panel on Threats,
Challenges and Change.
The conference will focus on
the UN Secretary-General Kofi
Annan's latest report on UN
reform, but will also focus on the
Millennium Project and issues of
human security.
Three public lectures are
scheduled, with Louise Frechette
lecturing on Sunday, Kenneth
Roth, executive director of
Human Rights Watch, speaking
on Monday and Dr. Jennifer
Welsh, professor of International
Relations from Oxford
University, speaking Tuesday.
The Cord will be covering all
of the events, and look for a spe-
cial edition to be out next
Wednesday. More information on
the itinerary and access to the
events can be found at
www. cig ionline.org.
Please see Heinbecker page 2
The list continues on page 17
Special issue of The Cord
next Wednesday!
All this political experience con-
vinced the Trudeau Foundation to
honour Heinbecker with a
Mentor's distinction earlier in the
year. Every year, the foundation
seeks to pair rising academics
with mentors in the hopes of
developing young talents.
Heinbecker is modest when dis-
cussing why he thinks the foun-
dation chose him.
"I'm not sure I know the
answer. I think it has to do with
the fact that I had done a lot of
work with the UN on Iraq and the
international criminal court. I
think that struck a chord with the
Trudeau people. I think they were
also looking for someone with an
international dimension."
Heinbecker believes he can
provide a "shortcut" for young
people heading into international
politics and help them understand
the differences between the aca-
demic and practical pursuit of
politics. Most importantly, the
Canadian diplomat wants to
emphasize to young academics
the importance of having princi-
ples and sustaining them.
"I think the most important
thing is to maintain your ideals.
People often say, for example,
that multi-lateral cooperation like
the UN, or NATO, or the WTO is
not an end in itself but a means to
and end," he says."I think it's
actually in some sense an end in
itself, because it's a way of trying
to govern the international sys-
tem. Getting rules we agree on
and we live by, that's pretty
important."
The Trudeau Foundation
award is well-deserved honour
for Heinbecker and somewhat fit-
ting, considering that Paul
Heinbecker worked for Pierre
Trudeau as a speechwriter in the
80s.
"He certainly made a mark on
the world for Canada - he made
Canada cool," adds Heinbecker
with a wry smile.
In his career, Paul Heinbecker
has done important work for
Canada in international politics.
The Laurier grad, however, is
also aiming to have an impact on
Wilfrid Laurier University.
"The Laurier set-up brings
people to interact with each other
in more interesting ways than
other univeristies," he says. "My
ambition for Laurier and with
Laurier is to make it more inter-
national. In some sense I can help
with that because I have interna-
tional political experience, not
international academic experi-
ence, but I know a lot about
the
world."
Laurier will certainly benefit
from Paul Heinbecker's experi-
ence; the student has become
the
teacher.
News
Learning commons vs WLUSU renos
Welker gives more to FNCC third
floor, despite Rosehart's request
APRIL CUNNINGHAM
News Editor
A request
for a generous
amount of funding for a
new Learning Commons project
was turned down by WLUSU last
week, in a move to allocate more
funding to the renovations of the
third floor of the Fred Nichols
Campus Centre.
The Learning Commons ini-
tiative, which is headed up by Dr.
Susan Horton, Vice-President:
Academic for the University,
would seek to centralize learning
services on campus such as Study
Skills, the Writing Centre,
Academic Counseling and a
newly proposed Math Centre.
"This hasn't been thought
through," said Steve Welker,
President of WLUSU, referring
to the Learning Commons pro-
posal. He emphasized that there
needs to be more adequate plans
with specific benefits explained
to students.
Each year, the Students'
Union is contractually obligated
to donate 65 percent of funds
from the Enhancement of Life fee
to the University. Each student
paid $37.48 per term towards the
fee this year.
On condition of the donation,
the student Board of Directors
must approve the amounts
requested by the University
President.
This year, Dr. Robert
Rosehart, President of the WLU,
requested $228,000 of the
Enhancement of Life fee to go
towards the Learning Commons
project. However, Welker along
with the WLUSU Management
Committee only submitted a
$100,000 recommendation,
which was unanimously
approved by the Board of
Directors.
Rosehart's recommended
allocation to the third floor reno-
vations was $100,000. The
Management Committee shifted
that amount to $200,000.
"We got the clear message
that they do have their priorities,"
said Horton, in response to the
funding decision.
But Horton is taking Welker's
planning recommendations seri-
ously.
"They've encouraged us to
work on that and we should, in
conjunction with students," she
said.
A major issue between the
parties was location.
"We couldn't arrive at a space
that everyone thought would be
optimum," said Horton. It was
proposed to open the new Math
Centre, along with other learning
services on the third floor of the
Bricker Academic Building.
However, this did not seem to be
the most accessible location, rais-
ing concerns that it would make
students feel ashamed if it were
not in a central place on campus.
Welker noted that Rosehart's
committee was concerned that if
a student is struggling with a sub-
ject they need confidentiality and
that it "takes courage to seek
help." He was frustrated with
Rosehart's logic.
"Students in need want an
accessible, open space where
they are not meant to feel
ashamed of their need," said
Welker in a letter to Rosehart.
Welker added that, "the solution
is to invest more into these serv-
ices."
With news of the slash to the
Learning Commons funding
request, Horton has begun to for-
mulate new short and long-term
plans.
She is hoping that with the
existing $100,000, along with
additional funding from the
University, they will be able to
hire more staff, including a cen-
tral Academic Counselor by July
and part-time student employ-
ment. The Math Centre will still
likely go in the Bricker Academic
Building; however, they plan to
install signs in the Arts C Wing,
where Accessible Learning and
the Writing Centre currently
exist.
"We're hoping this will be
operational by September," she
said.
Welker also noted that "we
believe in this concept, not in the
current proposal."
He is concerned that
Rosehart, among others, believed
that Welker decreased the amount
for the Learning Commons for
his own pet project, the renova-
tions of the Third Floor of the
FNCC, where the WLUSU
offices reside.
"I'm trying really hard to
combat that," he said.
"They're really two kinds of
student services," he said, refer-
ring to the FNCC and the
Learning Commons. Overall, he
feels the third floor renovations
will have more of a long-term
effect, while the plans for the
Learning Commons are not solid
enough for such a substantial
investment.
Renovations of the FNCC are
set to begin in early May, and are
scheduled to be complete by
September. The new floor will
include extensions to offices, as
well as increased study space.
Travel Cuts and Super Dave's
will no longer be there, and a stu-
dent-run information kiosk will
be implemented.
April Cunningham
Learning services such as Study Skills and the Writing Centre, above, are to be included in the Learning
Commons initiative. A new math centre is to be included as well. Welker has encouraged further plans.
ResNet sponsors a Cable
Drive to help campus groups
First year students have the chance to win an mp3
player by participating in the Cable Drive
FRASER KING
News Editor
Don't throw that blue cable away:
it could be worth an mp3 player.
Richard Godsmark, the head
of Laurier's ResNet program,
has
sponsored a cable drive that
could get a handful of lucky first-
year students a Creative Labs
MuVo mp3 players and a sense of
doing something good for a cam-
pus group
and for the environ-
ment.
In what he hopes will become
an annual event Godsmark asked
the Laurier community for pro-
posals for the money he intends
to raise. Godsmark plans on giv-
ing $3 for every cable that is
returned to him from first-year
student's ResNet internet pack-
ages.
Godsmark explained that by
having a new proposal each year
there would be continually
renewed enthusiasm. "I did not
want to become stagnant towards
just one charity," said Godsmark,
"by making it student driven
there is a direct impact and high
motivation."
Each year ResNet spends
seven to eight thousand dollars
on Ethernet cables, Godsmark
wants to collect and reuse the
cables and give the money to a
worthy cause.
Hey, first year, this cable may be
your ticket to mp3 player heav-
en.
"I hope people jump on board
instead of just throwing their
cables out," said an eager
Godsmark.
The proposal that was select-
ed for the pilot launch of
Godsmark's cable drive was from
Jason Shim, who wants the
money to go towards Students On
Ice, an organization that offers
learning expeditions to the
Antarctic and Arctic to students
from around the world.
Godsmark explained that the
pilot program is just for first year
students. "I know what the
University is like, we could easi-
ly get tens of thousands of
cables," explained Godsmark,
"but that it just not possible for
my budget right now."
First
year
students interested
in possibly winning an mp3 play-
er can register with their Don.
Shim and Godsmark are working
with Residence Life to organize
the registration and prize give-
aways.
Godsmark hopes that the
cable drive will take off with stu-
dents, he explained that everyone
wins if it is a success. "We need
to become a lot more responsible,
these cables are a drain on
resources, very bad for the envi-
ronment."
Heinbecker: 'the student has
become the teacher'
Heinbecker, from cover
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Howlett's life with The Cord
Cord Editor-in-Chief reflects on
her experiences with the paper
APRIL CUNNINGHAM
News Editor
What was your biggest chal-
lenge this year?
Coordinating or balancing my
time between The Cord, manag-
ing the Hub. going to one class a
term and somewhere finding
some time for myself. But I know
that was going to be one of the
biggest challenges, too.
Cord specific? Working with my
news team, trying to find news.
We didn't exactly have a year that
had a lot of big, attention-grab-
bing stories. Nothing required a
special issue. It was kind of a
tame year. Finding stories that are
still interesting to fill the pages
was the biggest task we had every
week.
One of your most significant
changes was the implementa-
tion of unsigned editorials.
How do you feel they have
changed the paper?
For those readers that understand
what their purpose is and recog-
nize them from a more profes-
sional newspaper,
I think they
really improve the quality of our
paper and give it more of a pro-
fessional appeal. They didn't
work as well as I wanted them
t0...
.
Because everything here is
done on a volunteer basis, it was
a lot to ask of my staff to come in
for two meetings a week. As The
Cord gets bigger and grows and
we're able to reward our volun-
teers with honourariums, those
processes will become slightly
easier, and get volunteers to the
meetings as part of their jobs'
responsibility. The way we han-
dled them in the first year was
done fairly well. What I truly
loved about them was that every-
one paxticipated. It's good to see
everyone participating.
How do you think you have left
your mark on the Cord?
Going after the membership for
the Canadian University Press is
one of the things I'm most proud
of, because I really enjoy the con-
tent we're able to access from
other newspapers around the
country. It just gives us so many
great ideas and I think we use that
to our advantage. Also, the legal
advice was very helpful this year.
If we didn't have that, we would
have been in some trouble. In
some ways the need to solicit
legal advice means we're doing a
good job. I can't say it was just
me; I had approvals on the
WLUSP board that made CUP a
reality. I'm really happy with the
services, just calling and asking
for help.
Did the role of EIC live up to
your expectations?
No, it didn't. There is so much I
love about The Cord and
WLUSP and I've been apart of it
for four years. But I really had no
idea how physically and mentally
exhausting the job would be. I
can tell you right now I'm really,
really tired and you don't get a
break. I still didn't anticipate
what it would take out of me. It
was hard; I won't lie. I definitely
learned a lot from it. I learned a
lot about myself and how I han-
dle things. My favourite part of
the day is when I've worked with
a volunteer and editor and solved
a problem, whether it's writing a
story or figuring out a story idea;
that's what's really rewarding.
Did you feel a lot of pressure
to put out the paper each
week?
Yeah. My favourite story that I
tell people is that every
Wednesday morning when I left
the office, I was convinced that I
always spelled the headline
wrong. It basically did not allow
me to sleep until I was at school
the next day and saw it. That was
a stress, but not the only one... .
In the earlier part of the year there
were some opinion pieces that
were really pushing the envelope
and that made me nervous, so I
had to go from
a lax style to real-
ly standing firm. And that put a
lot of pressure on me and strained
a few relationships. But that was
me, quite literally protecting my
own ass.
What have been your impres-
sions ofthe school's reaction to
the Cord this year, compared
to past years?
I've received a lot of nice com-
ments about the paper this year.
The content, the way it looks. It
sort of has to do with the tame
nature of the year. Everything in
residence was fine, most stuff in
WLUSU was fine. No one was
causing problems this year.
That's why the paper was fairly
well received around campus.
The empty racks were definitely
an indication that people were
picking it up. Whether they were
reading it I don't know. The jum-
ble and the crossword were very
popular. Credit to Fraser for that.
How have you enjoyed being
located in the Mac House for
the first year?
For me on a personal level, it's
been pretty neat. You get to start
fresh. I do have to share an office,
which is a little different. The
space in terms of producing The
Cord is tight; I won't lie. I always
complain about the air quality.
It's nice being separate, though. I
like that.
What are your final words as
EIC of the Cord?
Final words, that's too much
pressure. I guess, respect your
fellow student journalists, or else
they'll write something bad about
you. And thank you to all my vol-
unteers. Yay!!
Caitiin Howlett, Cord Editor-in-
Chief, above, admits that the
year
was full of its challenges,
but was rewarding in the end.
Cord
clippings
NATIONAL
Seals gettin' crunk
The CBC reports that the
Canadian seal hunting season
opened yesterday with the con-
sistant and continuous opposi-
tion from animal rights activists.
Upwards of 300 000 seals
will be hunted this commercial
season.
PROVINCIAL
Canada to become a world
leader in adoption law
New legislation will allow birth
and adoption records easily
attainable to both birth parents
and adult adoptees reports The
National Post.
LOCAL
900 Waterloo region students
not immunized.
570 News reports that nearly 900
students in Waterloo Region
public schools will be suspended
from schools from April 20 if
they do not get the proper immu-
nizations.
News Bites
MENINGITIS STRIKES
Laura Scott
After the bacterial meningococ-
cal, meningitis, death of 3rd year
chemical engineering student,
Patricia Vepari, at the University
of Waterloo, free meningitis vac-
cinations are being made avail-
able.
Karen Ostrander, Manager of
Health Services at WLU, stated
that "it has long been recognized
that...meningitis is a very serious
disease with devastating side
effects."
Laurier's health services
offers the vaccination for menin-
gitis C by appointment, free to
those between 15 and 19. This
age group
was selected to receive
free vaccinations as they "are at
high risk of [engaging in] saliva
sharing activities". Ostrander also
wished to remind those over 19,
that all preventative vaccinations
are 80% covered by Laurier's
health plan.
INNOVATIVE WEED
Blair Forsyth-Stark
Innovation Canada has recently
recognized the efforts of Laurier
Professor Linda Parker, a Canada
Research Chair in Behavioural
Neuroscience. for making
progress in identifying the brain's
THC receptors and their
role in
alleviating nausea and vomiting
in chemotherapy patients.
Medical marijuana has gener-
ated a lot of interest in recent
years but anti-drug activists are
uneasy with accepting weed as a
medicinal alternative for
chemotherapy patients who deal
with chronic nausea and vomit-
ing. "In extreme cases, it can
make people too weak to contin-
ue treatment," explained Cheryl
Limebeer, a postdoctoral fellow
at Laurier who's helping Parker
with her research.
Parker and Limebeer's
research shows that "cannabidi-
ol," a cannabinoid that doesn't
deliver the high from weed but is
still effective in eliminating nau-
sea and vomiting, could help mar-
ijuana gain wider acceptance.
"The whole area of medical
marijuana research is very excit-
ing. It has implications not just
for anti-nausea drugs for cancer
patients, but also for appetite
stimulation for AIDS patients and
pain relief in arthritis," explained
Parker. "It has also been shown to
play a role in a suppressing the
impact of neurotransmitters that
trigger epilepsy and strokes."
With files from the Innovation
Canada website.
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Comprised here are the best of
the worst of the 2004-2005 Cord
Bags o' Crime. Enjoy the poor
decisions of your peers as report-
ed by Laurier's Security Services.
MISCHIEF
Monday Sept. 6
Person(s) unknown wrote some
graffiti on the board in a class-
room in the Peters Building and
spread human excrement on the
floor. No suspects.
This "mischief' turned out to
be the first ofa series of "feces
related crimes' this past year.
REPORTED COUNTERFEIT
1:45pm Friday Sept. 17
Officers responded to the
Bookstore after receiving a report
of possible counterfeit currency
being passed. On closer examina-
tion it was determined that the
currency was not counterfeit.
I suppose it is better to be safe
than sorry.
THEFT UNDER $5000
2:15am Thursday October 7
While on patrol officers observed
an unidentified male carrying a
chair on King St. outside the
Science Building. On seeing the
officers the suspect dropped the
chair and fled.
Is it just me or does that read
like a 'Three Stooges' script?
ATTEMPT THEFT
3:27am, Saturday October 17
Officers apprehended two males
who appeared to be attempting to
steal a bike from the bike rack on
Mid Campus Dr. The matter is
still under investigation.
The new jokefor our time: How
many people does it take to
steal one bike?
THEFT UNDER $5000
October 22 - 23
A WLU student reported that per-
son(s) unknown siphoned gas
from his vehicle parked at
Conestogo House.
How high do gas prices have to
be for this to happen?
MISCHIEF
October 30 - 31
Person(s) unknown sprayed
ketchup all over the couches on
the third floor of Little House B
Wing.
I don't know what to write,
just, why? Why?
ASSAULT
7:15 pm, Tuesday, November 2
A female resident at Bricker
Residence was struck in the face
by one of her roommates after
having an argument. The matter
will be sent to the Judicial Affairs
Council.
Girls gone wild.
ASSAULT
Monday November 8
Security received a report from a
resident at Laurier Place that she
had been struck in the head by
her roommate during an argu-
ment. Residence staff are dealing
with the situation.
Girls gone wild volume II.
UTTERING THREATS
Thursday November 18
An off campus student reported
that one of her roommates had
threatened to beat her up. The
complainant requested that the
matter be dealt with by way of a
warning at this time.
Investigation continues.
Okay girls, let's stop going
wild, this is just getting silly.
COUNTERFEIT
Wednesday January 19
WLUSU staff handed in to
Security what they believed to be
a counterfeit five dollar bill.
Investigation revealed the bill
was genuine.
Does this seem familiar?
MISCHIEF
1:45 pm Saturday January 29
A report was received that some-
one had smeared fecal matter
onto the toilet seat in the wom-
ens' washroom in the Student
Services Building.
The 'Anonymous Shitspreader'
strikes again!
THEFT UNDER $5000
3:20 pm Sunday January 30
While on patrol officers observed
three males carrying signs taken
from the Student Services
Building. They claimed to have
found them in the Terrace. They
were identified as UoW students
and were issued with trespass
notices.
Right, "found," Did you really
believe anyone would buy that
story?
ASSIST POLICE
8:05pm Saturday February 5
Regional Police contacted
Security to advise they had
arrested a male WLU student
who was found urinating on King
St in front of Waterloo Town
Square.
Did the police really need
assistance?
TRESPASS
2:45pm February 17
Officers attended at Willison Hall
in response to a report of an
unwanted intoxicated guest who
refused to leave. Apparently he
had returned from a local bar
with some of the residents. The
individual was evicted and issued
with a trespass warning.
If you are drunk and someone
is saying 'get out,' you proba-
bly don't belong there.
MISCHIEF
2:00-6:45 am Friday, March 4
Person(s) unknown smearedfecal
matter in the women's washroom
in the Student Services Building.
No caption necessary.
compiled by Fraser King
4 News
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Referendum on
Smoking Policy I
to proceed
Students to be notified by e-mail when on-line referendum available i
The review of Laurier's current Smoking Policy which was initiated in Fall 2004, has revealed
a continued lack of compliance with the '10-metre-rule'. As a result,
the university is proceeding
with a referendum to determine whether or not the majority of members of the Laurier community
are in favor of a totally smoke-free campus.
The referendum will be conducted on-line before the middle of April. Students will be notified
when the referendum is available via e-mail.
, I
burner's current Smoking Policy, which was approved by the Board of Governors in July 2002, supports
the university's commitment to provide a safe and healthy environment for students, faculty, and staff by
prohibiting smoking in any university building. It bans smoking
within V) metres of any building (except
the Carnegie building in Brantford), a measure that was developed to address the problem ofsmoke being
drawn inside through windows and doors, and promotes compliance with provincial and municipal
regulations. Any proposed policy change arising from the results of both the review and the referendum
* :
. -''IlLy,-.......
will be brought to the Board of Governors for discussion/approval. 11
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Final Quote Of The Week
"Michelle, you have a natural talent for pornography."
- Fraser King to The Cord's feature editor, because apparencyshe moans a lot
First Issue of Next Year: May 25
Come play with us
Did you
miss your chance?
If you're like most stu-
dents here at Laurier, you didn't
write The Cord a letter this year.
You didn't come down to the
office (located in the basement of
Mac House, for future reference)
to tell us what you thought of the
paper. And that's unfortunate,
because it's your paper.
Never again will you have a
newspaper so tailored to you.
Never again will you have the
opportunity to have such a close
relationship with your newspaper.
Sure, you can pick up either the
Toronto Star or National Post
depending on your political incli-
nations, but do you think you can
walk into their office and ask
them to cover your band's
upcoming show or the fundrais-
ing event you organized? Take
advantage of your proximity to
your paper while you still can.
We at The Cord are not mind-
readers. If you don't like some-
thing in the paper, it's up to you
to tell us. Complaining to your
friends will not help. We strive to
continually improve, but we
won't know what you want if you
never tell us. We're big boys and
girls; we can take the criticism.
It's our job.
By the same token, if you like
something, let us know. That
gives us an idea of what we
should keep doing. And after toil-
ing away week after week, some-
thing as small as saying "Hey, I
really liked your article last
week" will probably make our
day. We like feedback good or
bad - both kinds help us and even
if you send hate mail, at least it
lets us know we're not being bor-
ing.
So for those of you who will
be back next year, make it your
goal to interact with The Cord in
some way. Write us a letter. Come
down to the office and meet us.
Introduce yourself to The Cord
volunteers in your classes and let
them be your liaison to the rest of
the staff. Or best of all - because
it's true that the best way to get
something done right is to do it
yourself - become a Cord writer.
Whatever you do, do something.
Don't miss one of your only
chances to shape the media you
consume.
Stop ignoring the
Hinzman's, Canada
Jeremy Hinzman is a lot like
Canada. Hinzman, like us, volun-
teered to go to Afghanistan to
help in the U.S. invasion. Also
like Canada, Hinzman refused to
participate in the invasion of Iraq
because he/we did not believe in
the war's legality.
Yet a Canadian Immigration
and Refugee Board has ignored
the obvious similarities between
Canada and Hinzman and ruled
that he cannot claim refuge in
Canada, despite the fact that the
majority of Canadians support his
reasons for deserting the army.
Hinzman, like many U.S. and
Canadian soldiers, originally
enlisted in the army because he
wanted to attend university but
could not afford it. The army
actively recruits people who can-
not afford higher education.
Hinzman did not shirk from
his duties, and he served as a non-
combatant in Afghanistan.
However, Hinzman believes that
the invasion of Iraq was illegal
and that by extension, if he was
forced to kill an Iraqi, he would
be breaking the law. Hinzman
applied for conscious objector
status but was denied. With no
choice other than between active
duty in Iraq and desertion,
Hinzman chose the later.
In its ruling, the Immigration
Board concluded that a soldier's
view on a war was irrelevant, and
did not justify Hinzman's deser-
tion and subsequent asylum. As
Gunnery Sergeant Harman told
his recruits in Full Metal Jacket,
"You will be a weapon.
You will
be a minister of death praying for
war... you are not even human,
fucking beings."
The Immigration Board views
soldiers in a similar manner.
Rather than recognizing that they
are human beings with free moral
conscience and thought, the
board would rather see them as
thoughtless robots whose only
job is to kill.
During the war in Vietnam,
another war that Canada did not
believe in, more than 125,000
American draftees sought refuge
in Canada. Rather than bowing to
political pressure, Canada should
once again open its borders to
those men and women who agree
with us that the invasion of Iraq is
wrong and who do not want to
participate.
Editorial
I bid you adieu with...
The Top 10
irritating things
I had to deal
with or listen to
Caitlin Howlett
Editor-in-Chief
My good friend Stefan is the
inspiration for this last editori-
al... ahem, list. Stefan has been
one of my most cherished friends
and volunteers and without him,
there is no possible way I could
have been inspired to write this
as my last hurrah. Thank you
Stefan J. Sereda.
1. Tattling: this was the year of
the five year-old tattletale trapped
in a 20-something's body.
Tattling is reserved for use when
your seven year-old brother stabs
you with a fork when you go for
the last piece of cake at the dinner
table. You both get in trouble: the
stabbed for not asking if anyone
else wants the last piece and the
stabbee, for actually stabbing
someone over a piece of cooked
flour and sugar.
All I can say is
that I'm glad I didn't drink on a
Gondola.
2. Eliminating Orientation Week
Fees: Let us revert to the system
of trade and then no one has to
pay ever again. The world gets
saved, and everyone hold hands
and skips in a circle.
3. A disengaged campus: Rae
who? Report what? Only small
pockets of people truly showed
they cared about issues by
protesting, or asking questions
during student elections. The
numbers, while up in comparison
to last year, still remained low on
both fronts.
4. Steven Welker wondering why
he wosn't the top newsmaker:
Okay maybe he was joking when
he was interviewed for his num-
ber three spot, but honestly
Steven, where have you been for
the last three months? P.S.
Where's that 10%?
5. Lack of partying: Everywhere,
livers rejoiced this year as stu-
dents showed a lack of interest in
heading out to campus and local
bars. While the line-up at Wilf's
has grown over the last term, it's
nothing like the days of old. What
the hell are you doing? Where are
you going? Be young and
unhealthy, have a pint and an
order of poutine. My A&E editor
eats poutine every day, she's still
kickin'. P.S. The line was huge
this last production Tuesday and I
wanted nothing more than to go
celebrate with a pint.
"Here's a story I've
written for The Cord.
Please print." Here's
a toilet I've found.
Please poop.
6. "The Record, CBC and The
Toronto Star all covered my
story...": And that's the reason
we're not going to waste our time
covering it again. Add some lime
to your story, like Coca-Cola did
and then we'll talk.
7. Lateness: I truly found this to
be among the most irritating
things. It happens all the time, but
when you have a deadline, late-
ness doesn't really help your
cause. Maybe one day an editor-
in-chief will put out an issue of
The Cord a day or two late, just to
piss people off. Don't be late, it's
annoying and people like me get
angry, and generally, people like
me, don't get angry.
8. "Here's a story I've written for
The Cord. Please print": Here's a
toilet I've found. Please poop. A
news story is meant to be an unbi-
ased account of what happened.
If you played on the team or
organized the event, what you
have created is a press release,
not an article. Small piece of
advice that will get you what you
want: send a press release a week
before your event or competition,
and with any luck, a reporter will
be there to get an unbiased
account.
9. "I hate The Cord": Do you
kiss your mother with
that
mouth? Hate is a very strong
word. If you truly hate something
you actually pay for, maybe you
should consider talking to the
editor-in-chief or write a letter
addressing your major concerns.
Last week we showed the crum-
bling steps in front of Little
House. Action has been taken to
repair these as a result. See what
a little word choice can do?
10. "I was disappointed that you
didn't support us. We thought you
were on our side": Of course
we're not on your side, we're
ruthless journalists who have no
heart, no feelings, and other inad-
equacies that make us ridicule
everyone else we can with the tip
of our ballpoint pen. If you can-
not take a little criticism, grow a
backbone and move on. We all
have. If you really cannot
take it,
pull a Martha Stewart. Prison
keeps you out of the public eye
for a very long time.
Farewell my irritating friends.
Graphic by Mike Li
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Epilogue: The Movie
Chris Clemens
Last Year's Entertainment
If
there's no conclusion, there
shouldn't really be an epi-
logue. But teetering on the
precipice of summer, one hand-
hold away from the summit,
there's still plenty left to say.
I'm not so sure how I feel
about this. Epilogues are com-
fortable, but I can never quite
shake the sense that they're only
dropped at the end of a book
because one of the author's
friends complained, "But what
happens to Gippy the Generous
Giraffe now? I need to know!
Does he go back to Africa to
avenge his horribly devoured
family?"
I admit that even I want to
know what happens to Gippy on
occasion. Epilogues wrap every-
thing up tidily and pull the loose
ends together, stamping finality
on the back cover. But the after-
math often seems tacked-on,
forced, as if the writer was gen-
uinely pained as they nailed the
door shut with their final para-
graphs. An ending can feel a lot
like death.
I think I prefer stories that end
like a crappy Hollywood movie
begging for a sequel. After a
delightfully brainless and stereo-
typical adventure, our heroes are
left in some impossible predica-
ment. TO BE CONTINUED
scream the credits, but everyone
knows that an inevitable box
office bomb means no "Gippy the
Generous Giraffe II: Gippy Goes
Jamaican." Gippy's fate is forev-
er left uncertain.
And maybe it's better that
way. Some of my favourite TV
shows have finished in limbo
and, although it's frustrating,
there's a kind of freedom in open-
endedness. We'll never find out if
gangly Abe Lincoln and unlucky
Joan of Arc get unfrozen in Clone
High and make the transition
from best friends to hooked-up,
but resounding cries of "STA-
MOS!" will keep us wondering.
Will Mrs. McCordic
pay me the
thousands of dollars
in 'service' fees that
she owes me? Only
time will tell!
STAMOS! is why I just smile
when well-meaning friends at
Wilf's try to convince me to go
meet a girl that I've always
noticed but never talked to. "You
only have a few weeks left," they
urge drunkenly. "What have you
got to lose?" I never say anything
but it seems to me that there's
plenty to lose - an entire plot
thread in my life burnt by the
harshness of reality. I know that
trying to close this door would
likely end in disappointment and
deflation. She's not who I think
she is, and her Glasseater hoodie
and echoes of heartbreaker Niki
probably don't mean a thing. But
still, I think that I'd rather not
find out - for the sake of the story.
Just like Gippy the Giraffe.
With so much going on
around us in these dying days,
tying up loose ends seems like
the natural thing to do. We want
to leave without regrets, without
lingering doubts or questions. We
need to know why, and who and
how (and maybe where). We
want to write the sentences and
say the words that give every-
thing meaning and make perfect
sense of what we've experienced.
But, happily enough, life isn't
Hollywood. Despite our best
efforts to package our tangles and
jagged edges into a neatly
wrapped plot, nothing ends here.
In fact, this is where the questions
start coming harder and faster
than ever before. Will Mrs.
McCordic pay me the thousands
of dollars in 'service' fees that
she owes? Only time will tell!
It's easy to look for a nice
clean finale, but not so easy to
ask why you'd even bother. The
lives we watch and read are sys-
tematically stripped of their mys-
tique and potential by epilogues,
but that doesn't mean we should
already be writing ours. Let loose
ends dangle. Let questions linger.
Move forward decisively but
don't burn the threads you never
followed out of the past. Fond
memories of Gippy the Generous
Giraffe command you!
Anti-everything
Bryn Boyce
Opinion Editor
I've done a lot of writing in my
last three years at Lauder and one
of the things I always hear is that
I'm too negative and critical. A
close friend of mine told me that
when ever she reads anything I
write she feels like slicing her
wrists. I was taken aback - that's
a pretty crude comment.
"Slice your wrists?"
"Yes."
"Should I call someone for
you?"
"No."
The truth is that I'm not really
interested in writing about all the
positives - most of them are her-
alded elsewhere anyway. I'm
happy to leave the cheerleading
to others.
People always talk about the
negativity of the press, that 'if it
bleeds, it leads' phenomenon that
tends to overshadow stories of
kittens saved by firefighters.
Just peruse a newswire and
decide for yourselves. Are 500
words better spent criticizing the
genocide in Darfur or congratu-
lating Yahoo! on expanding its
email storage space to IGb?
While on a picnic, my Polish
friend, Franek, decided he want-
ed to start a debate with the femi-
nists
among us.
"Women aren't creative.
They're intelligent, but not cre-
ative." I pulled at my collar and
looked over at Jenni and Valeria.
They seem less than pleased.
"How are women uncre-
ative?" Jenni snapped with a dark
flash overtaking her clear blue
eyes.
"Whoa, take it easy. I said
uncreative - not unintelligent!"
"Damn right, because we're
intelligent enough to know that
that's a misogynistic thing to
say."
And basically the rest of the
conversation was a cyclical, inde-
cisive argument about the roots
of
gender-role stereotypes....
In the last few United Nations
Human Development Indexes,
Canada has either held the top
spot or been among the
best in the
world. Despite this, gender equal-
ity indicators have made it clear
that even in developed countries
this problem still persists.
Canadian feminists know this
and that's why they keep whistle-
blowing at home and abroad.
Despite the successes in Canada
it's not perfect and if they stopped
their active social critiques
there'd be no improvement what-
soever.
'Smiling for the camera' too
often distorts our perception of
reality and glosses over our abili-
ty to understand the problems of
others, and even breeds arro-
gance. With three meals a day
and a university lifestyle, it's hard
to understand the plight of those
living on less than a dollar a day
in a country that spends more on
servicing the debt than feeding its
citizens.
"Those backward commu-
nists! A lazy bunch, the lot of
them!"
If writing can, in general, be
considered a form of activism
thenit can't simply rest on its lau-
rels. Even by pointing out the
'micro problems' at Laurier, we
can draw parallels to their larger
social equivalents.
The erosion of 'public' insti-
tutions, embodied by the recent
8U472-GM marriage. Gender
inequality as shown in the
unequal gender ratio in Laurier's
administration. The hypocrisy
and cronyism of governments as
seen in Steve Welker's gondola -
Pikecoming shenanigans.
As The Cord wraps up its
79th year of publication, it's
important to remember that it's
not an extension of the Hawk
Squad. We're not anti-Laurier.
We're not anti-everything. We're
pro-improvement.
Letters to the Editor
Big ups, Cord
As the 2004-2005 Cord reaches the
final issue, I started thinking back on
the year. While the paper has had
moments of controversy this year
(some headlines, a campus pictorial
and an editorial come to mind), the
integrity of the paper remains very
much intact. Sensationalism wasn't
something found in most issues this
year, which is commendable given
the temptation to include sensational
pieces to attract more readers. The
sections have been filled with well-
informed and relevant pieces, and
even if I may disagree with some ide-
ologically, the diverse viewpoints
offered are refreshing. This has
become even more obvious in the last
few weeks after seeing, in UWs
Imprint, a columnist responding to a
'letter to theeditor' directly, as well as
writing a piece blatantly full of
stereotypes disguised as definitions;
both of these are amateur moves at
best and help to show how far ahead
The Cord is of other university
papers. In light of these things and
upon
this reflection, I wanted to thank
The Cord editors and staff for pro-
viding me and the rest of the student
body with a fair, high-quality year of
publications.
Dan Hocking
Learn how to dance!
For your information, the clapping
and stomping is called step. It is chal-
lenging and requires co-ordination,
practice and skill. The spinning on
one leg is called a pirouette, which
takes ability and lots of technical
training. If this basic knowledge of
dance is unknown, how can we take
The Cord's review of Fashion 'n
Motion seriously?
It seems to me that for someone to
accurately review a dance perform-
ance they should probably have an
appreciation for dance, or at least a
basic understanding of it. It is dis-
heartening and insulting, not only as
Laurier students, but also as volun-
teers to receive such a negative
review when we put in hundreds of
hours over many months, not only to
put on a show for the Laurier commu-
nity but to raise money for our chari-
ty, Kidsport. We gave up every
Sunday throughout the year to prac-
tice and put our lives on hold for two
weeks prior to the show to prepare for
it, and when it's all over and done
with we do not get appreciated or
applauded - we get scrutinized and
criticized.
This is not to say the editorial wasn't
great, but to have the review pick
apart our show without acknowledg-
ing our talent, appreciating our hard
work, our understanding, our art form
is frustrating.
A dedicated FnM'er
It's not all peaches 'n
cream
Do you ever get tired of hearing about
how
easy you have it? "Wait till you
are older and know what real stress is
like," or my personal favourite, "Wait
till you enter the real world." Many
older generations feel that the stress
of managing a house, home and full-
time jobs completely trumps the
stresses encountered in the "carefree"
student lifestyle. My response is that
they have been away from our
lifestyle for so long that they can no
longer understand it.
It's true that managing a mort-
gage and your finances would be
tough, but don't students do nearly
the exact same thing but in reverse?
The goal of a mortgage is to pay it
down until you own the house.
Students don't pay off their debt; we
make more debt. You don't have
much choice when you are forking
over two and a half grand every term
for tuition and of course there is rent,
but I won't even get into the price of
rent - it just makes me too angry.
The constant spiral into increas-
ing amounts of debt can be very
frightening and yes, very stressful.
Often it is hard to see a way out so
you just keep hoping you will have
enough money for next term or next
year.
I suppose that a lot of confusion
for the older generations comes from
our certain "party" lifestyle. They
think that since we party so much we
must be having the time of our lives.
Do they ever stop to consider why we
party so much? It's because those are
the rare occasions when you can for-
get about everything that is troubling
you, be it the paper you haven't start-
ed, how your girlfriend dumped you
or how the hell you are going to pay
next month's rent.
Don't get me wrong though. I
don't think we are all a bunch of
crackpots and alcoholics. We do party
because we just want to have fun. I
just want to point out that there is
sometimes an underlying reason for a
night out on the town. Think of the
last midterm or major essay you had.
You either did or were very tempted
to let loose and have a drink or two...
maybe three. On top of everything
else, we have tons of hormones rush-
ing through us. I just think that it is
important for people to understand
that students don't have it as easy as
they may think. It doesn't really mat-
ter which generation feels the most
amount of stress exactly. What's
important is that everyone is entitled
to feel that their life is in the dumps
every once in a while without some-
one assuming you have it easy and
have no right to complain.
Callum Squires
Appreciate Us
This letter is in response to last
week's Cord, article written regarding
Fashion 'n Motion by Joanne
Spanninga. My name is Amit
Dhanani and I was this year's F 'nM
Artistic Director. I realize that this
letter that I am writing helps you
achieve your goal of hitting someone
where it hurts and having them write
a rebuttal to you. however I feel that
readers of The Cord are in need of
some clarification. I have participat-
ed in Fashion 'n Motion for five
years, and for five years The Cord has
written a poor review on the show (A
much sincere appreciation is given to
the Editorial Staff this year for their
review written in the editorial sec-
tion). For five years the reviews have
never acknowledged the hard work
and passion that hundreds of volun-
teers devote for six months to helping
a charity within the K-W community.
For five years, the reviews have never
acknowledged thatLaurier is predom-
inantly a school of academics and not
one that attracts students willing to
pursue a career
in dance, hence why
many performers in Fashion 'n
Motion are participating because they
want to get involved and challenge
themselves to do something new,
which should be commended as an
accomplishment, not simply a "meh"
performance. For five years, the
reviews have never acknowledged the
evolution that the show has taken
from starting as a fashion show,
becoming a dance show, and in the
last two years involving transitioning,
costuming and multimedia, and for
the first time this year challenging the
audience to piece together the story-
line. For
Letter Policy:
All letters to the editor must be signed and sub-
mitted with the author's name, student identifica-
tion number, and telephone number. Letters must
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mail at cord@wiusp.com witn the subject head-
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Lessons learned
Four years of experience boiled
down into one article - the key
facts ifyou will
Kendall R. Giberson
Opinion Columnist
Since
this is the last Cord of
the year and I will be gradu-
ating, I would like to take this
opportunity to impart some wis-
dom to underclassmen that I have
gleaned over my years at this fine
institution. Here, in no particular
order, are my conclusions about
university life at Laurier:
-The more tenure a professor has,
the more illegible the handwrit-
ing. You will have better luck
reading a doctor's prescription
than the comments on your
essays.
-Professors will never learn your
name unless you really, really
pester them constantly, or you
really, really
impress them in
some way. It's
up
to
you
to
decide which
way is best.
-Hooking up is
best done during
Frosh Week. By
Christmas,
everyone will be
15 pounds heavier and resemble
zombies.
-The best way to meet someone
of the opposite sex is to get them
into your 'study group,' which
currently consists of you and a
bottle of Jose Cuervo.
-The other students in your pro-
gram who made you feel intelli-
gent by comparison in first year
will have dropped out by third
year, creating an inferiority com-
plex within you by your final
year. You didn't get dumber; the
people around you just got
smarter.
-On-campus construction at
Laurier will never, ever be com-
pleted by the time you graduate.
Hence, you will never get to
enjoy the new facilities that your
supplementary fees pay for.
-The crosswalk to the St.
Michael's campus is an accident
waiting to happen. Someone
please build a tunnel under
University Avenue this summer.
-Your Teaching Assistant hates
you. Really.
Just when you think
that you have the bell
curve figured out, it
turns on you and
causes you to lose all
your scholarships.
-Just when you think that you
have the bell curve figured out, it
turns on you and causes you to
lose all your scholarships.
-The computer system will go on
the blink at the most inconvenient
times, so prepare. Typing up an
essay at the last minute?
Registering for courses on-line
through LORIS? Guess again!
Your hands are tied and everyone
at ITS has gone home.
-No matter how early you start on
a term paper, you will always be
working on it until the last
minute. Don't feel bad, everyone
else will be too.
-People who suck up to profs,
never go to class, buy their term
papers, date their TAs, drink
seven days a week and do just
enough to get by will wind up
getting better jobs after graduat-
ing than those who bust their
asses. However, they will not
keep these jobs very
long with these shit-
ty work habits
(unless their family
owns the company).
-The library books
that you really need
the most have either
been stolen, signed
out until after the
end of the term or
have a holds placed on them by
everyone in your class.
-The best way to avoid lineups at
the Registrar's Office at 202
Regina is to pitch a tent in the
hallway sometime around the
middle of August. Only then do
you have a better than average
chance of being served before
classes begin.
-Want to know who your future
bosses will be? Come to the
library on a Saturday afternoon
during a holiday weekend and see
the people who are working like
it is the day before an exam.
These are the people who will be
running the country in the near
future.
-These are the most stressful days
of your life thus far. By the time
you graduate, you will seriously
miss it all.
Now, I leave you all my part-
ing words, which is also my high
school motto: Non palma sine
labor, or "No success without
work." Go Hawks.
Sex as a monologue
Jeff Bailey
Guest Columnist
This may seem like a non-issue to
some people, but I find it increas-
ingly unnerving how openly most
of us talk about sex. I am not
guiltless in this regard, and like
most other men I have at one time
or another shared the details of a
one-night-stand with my buddies.
But why must everyone apparent-
ly feel compelled to share such
intimate information with others?
We have reached the point in our
culture where it is almost expect-
ed of both men and women to dis-
cuss carnal secrets openly and
graphically amongst themselves,
as though we were all performing
our own rendition of Sex and the
City.
While I approve wholeheart-
edly of individuals becoming
enlightened in their attitudes
toward sexuality as an important
part of human nature, I am
becoming bored (and slightly
alarmed) with crude sex jokes
and people who feel the need to
divulge the specifics of their sex
lives while the rest of us greedily
soak up the details.
One of the most disturbing
personal instances happened with
a girl I dated (very) briefly a few
years ago. On our second
date she
decided she'd describe a large
chunk of her coital history with as
much gynecological precision as
possible. I like getting to know
new people, but hearing about
every inch of every dick she ever
sucked was sorta repulsive.
The fundamental problem, as
I see it, is that any talk about sex
is, in a way, destructive.
Descriptions of various erotic
acts and behaviours seek only to
demystify such behaviour, thus
rendering complex social, psy-
chological and emotional interac-
tions within the realm of the
knowable. Why try to demystify
our own sexual appetites? Isn't
the mystique surrounding sex
part of the appeal? Isn't sex more
exciting if there is an air of mys-
tery surrounding it?
The more we discuss sex the
more it becomes commonplace,
at which point the actual act of
making love becomes less exotic
and more of a task. By constrict-
ing and deflating our ideas and
attitudes about sexuality to the
realm of the 'knowable' we turn
the physical act into a chore, only
to be recounted later to others.
Sex becomes something ele-
mentary and crude, a mere diver-
sion subsumed into our routine,
and the act loses whatever elusive
meaning it has for any individual,
until its significance is resurrect-
ed and reconstructed when nar-
rated for the enjoyment of friends
and lesser acquaintances. But this
resurrection is so often artless
and joyless gloating, reducing an
intense physiological/psychologi-
cal experience to vulgar explica-
tion.
It seems to me that this com-
pulsion to discuss sex so explicit-
ly is rather unhealthy, and it can
suck the passion out of a presum-
ably rapturous coupling. Our
most private experiences become
nothing more than kindling
thrown onto the fire of our public
personae, torn from our memo-
ries and transposed into an arena
of discourse which guarantees
that the experience never existed
as anything other than a joke or a
tale told to friends. The anticipa-
tion of bragging rights ensures
that this is all a given amorous
encounter will amount to. So
please, let's all stop talking so
much and just get down to busi-
ness.
Bryn Boyce's Campus Pictorial
Kris Cote
Pond on Campus: Well, never let it be said that Laurier doesn't have a beautiful campus. Now, with
waterfront property, residents of Little House will see a jump in their rent prices BUT will benefit from
calm sesspools full of belligerent ducks and better watered, healthier wall vines to give that prestigious
"age old look." We could even call it Lake Cobalt... - Bryn Boyce
BIG THANKS FROM FRANCE
Bryn would like to thank his regular columnists: Chris Clemens, Marcos Moldes, Fraser McDonald, Don
Morgenson, Krista Shackleford, Kendall R. Giberson, Brendan Jones, and Chad McCordic. He would also
like to thank his guest contributors including: Dean Scott Carson, Dr. Bob Rosehart and Dr. Herbert
Pimlott. Thanks to all those who sent letters and wrote sporadically for the Opinion section. Thanks to
Fraser King and Mike Li for using their talents to help with the Editorial Graphic, as well as the editors
who helped write unsigneds. Bryn thanks Brandon and Wilbur for helping with his layout while he is away.
He'd probably like to thank his roommate Greg, Ruben, friends, his mom, dad and sister. If he wrote this
himself, he'd probably have thanked more people and cursed a few times. Finally, Bryn would like to
thank Caitlin because she helped write this for him. Peace and Love - Bryn Boyce
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Yearbooks are HERE!
Graduating students can pick up
their Keystone Yearbooks this
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Monday in the Concourse
between 9am and 4pm.
Other students can purchase the yearbook for $40.
Yearbooks from years past also available for a
discounted price.
th e
reviews have never recognized that
Fashion 'n Motionprovides an artistic
outlet to the Laurier community, one
in which we have a shortage, which
helps to fill a need for many students
and helps to shape Laurier culture.
And for five years, the reviews
have
never acknowledged that Macleans
Magazine recognizes consistently
every year that Fashion 'n Motion is
"What's Hot" on campus. Although
this letter is written by someone who
has an emotionalattachment to F 'nM,
it's frustrating for me to watch the per-
formers of Fashion 'n Motion every
year get discouraged after working so
hard to provide for the community.
Not to mention how difficult it is to
hear someone criticize all things that
Laurier is known for: spirit, passion
and the hard work and dedication of
its volunteers. Fashion 'n Motion, like
every activity, service and opportunity
provided by WLUSU is what creates
Laurier pride and should be recog-
nized for its successes, not criticized
for its efforts.
Amit Dhanani
The virtual reality of generations X, Y and Z
Don Morgenson
Professor Emeritus
Most
of us who are beyond
fifty years of age can
remember some of the charms of
childhood piay. The joys were in
simple carries - hopscotch, iiide-
and-go-seek, tag ere.... Other
warm memories involved the
acquisition of a bright, red
wagon, roller skates or a baseball
glove. And all required that
remarkable childhood ability -
fantasy making.
Psychologists have always
favored fantasy-making as a very
healthy and normal activity,
enhancing the child's ability to
use his/her fertile imagination.
Such fantasy can transport chil-
dren beyond their own immediate
existence. Maybe you remember
that huge cardboard box which
became a fortress, a barn that
became a palace or the blanket
that became a robe for a young
king/queen.
But that was yesterday and
the world grew up, dragging its
children with it. The new era is
filled with innovations which
have transformed childhood. The
cultural economy of Canada has
"commodified" everything from
religious faith to public schools;
socitil iiciiviitcs arc now pack-
aged, presented and sold on the
free market. And this rich market
structures children's play and
seizes play initiatives away from
the piavers.
A whole mythology was cre-
ated by Mickey Mouse, Daffy
Duck, Spiderman, Pokemon, The
Hulk.Yu-gi-oh. Bey-blades,
etc.... Children became target
markets for fantastic entertain-
ment as well as the target of toys'
and games' advertising and mar-
keting. Children beg to go to the
latest "tie-in" movie and acquire
the latest models of Sullie and
Mike. Shrek, "Spidey" or even a
real clown fish to name it Nemo.
Fantasy was too important to
be left to children, so play objects
were provided by Hollywood, toy
companies, publishing houses
and so on. Children spend most
of their time playing in a com-
mercialized and compelling fan-
tasy world. When children are
embedded in videos and/or com-
puter games, the absorption level
is astonishingly high. Walk
through an arcade and note the
amused intensity and refined skill
with which the games are played.
\dd tu this virtual reality
-/herein one can escape into a
world of pure fantasy, more real,
more interesting and more chal-
lenging than life itself. And in the
process, children become drawn
increasingly into the lures of play,
of vicarious and sensational
experiences far more preferable
than work. For many of us, civi-
lization is organized around
work; our children, however, do
not and will not share such
assumptions.
If we think children are inor-
dinately bored by school, unwill-
ing to see the relationship
between work and reward and
quite uninterested in tough intel-
lectual questions, it may be that
their minds are stuck in the vast
world of manufactured play. And
surely this propensity to prefer
play to work should not be con-
sidered merely youthful indo-
ience. No >atlier it r* the avail-
ability of artificial play that is
responsible for their new values.
Fantasy was toe
important to be left
to children, so play
objects were
provided by
Hollywood, toy
companies and
publishing houses.
Children have grown up in an
atmosphere of cultural pes-
simism; they are told their "life
chances" are somewhat limited.
The country is in deep trouble;
the profligate government is not
very helpful and the economy
generates great wealth at the top
but they are not going to see
much of it.
Left with little sense of stabil-
ity or hope, a youth may conclude
that an investment in education is
a . ustc of lime; one's dme is bet-
ter spent having fun. With a dark
future, the only time is now and
the only activity making any
M-; use is play - or "just hang in."
But there is hope. Just
because we think of today's
youngsters as passive and unmo-
tivated. cynical and bored, dis-
tracted and preoccupied, does not
mean they could not become part
of a major social upheaval. We
can never preclude the potential
for change wrought by the young
against the old and gridlocked. It
may seem a long way from
the
video arcades to youngsters
mobilizing protests and taking to
the streets but change always
flows from visions of youthful
hope.
The young may just put down
the virtual reality paraphernalia
and reject the world handed to
them. They just might busy them-
selves in creating a new and
warmer reality.
No one knows more than they don't
Fraser McDonald
The most ridiculous thing to see
is a grown person acting silly and
pretending it's somehow cool.
Yep, that's all I have to say.
Thanks for your time, remember
to read the columns of other writ-
ers this week and oh yeah, I'd
like to express my gratitude to
everyone who helped me com-
pose this article.
I'm especially indebted to
those roommates who have cho-
sen to drink far too much. At two
in the morning while totally ham-
mered, knocking over mail boxes
seems to be worthy of serious
respect in their eyes. That's why
they swing the door open wide
and stand there wavering, barely
able to stand. It's clear that the
whole walk home all they could
think about was telling everyone
who was willing to listen about
the incredible idea they had to
randomly destroy public proper-
ty. "Haha, you'd never believe
the night I just had! I was like
walking home and I noticed the
mail boxes can be tipped so easi-
ly."
Ah, drunken land; where
every stupid thought is worthy of
the Nobel Prize.
Right now, writing this, I
regret never seizing the opportu-
nity to spring to my feet, slap
them on the back and give them
the praise they deserve. Not being
particularly fond of sarcasm, I
take a kinder approach. Instead of
ridiculing the rampaging drunk
roommate, I sit in a stunned sort
of awe, nodding slowly and,
above all else, hoping they won't
get super emotional and demand
a hug.
What I can't fully compre-
hend is why such erratic behav-
iour never seems worthwhile
when sober, yet once completely
twisted, it's pure genius. My con-
fusion doesn't end there. Why are
Webster's and Oxford so lethar-
gic? Their next publication
should include, on page 35, the
definition of cliche: "in universi-
ty you learn the most important
lessons outside of class." True,
there is merit to the statement, but
why not push it further? I suggest
adding, "one of the best skills to
acquire is conflict resolution."
The key is to not
avoid confrontations.
But leave the sock
and pool ball at
home.
We aren't supposed to see eye
to eye with everybody. Life
would be pretty boring if we did.
Personally, I imagine differences
of opinion to be an invitation to
learn another person's perspec-
tive. The key is to not avoid con-
frontation. By no means do I
want you to bring pool balls in
socks or any other miscellaneous
weapon to school to pick fights
with someone who owes you a
quarter.
If personality clashes weren't
avoided and allowed to fester,
there would be far fewer tussles
with the mail boxes.
Even more to the point, for
the people inclined to do so, isn't
there something inherently con-
frontational about arguing with
your mirrored reflection? I've
been there - trying to convince
my eyes I had the sickest pair of
abs or that my outfit was incredi-
bly flattering - preoccupied with
myself, yet feeling averagely dis-
satisfied.
So what are the lessons that
the heralded extra-curricular
activities yield? Well, I have to
plead the fifth on that one but I'll
say this, it's pretty subjective. I'll
say this definitively: no matter
how aware a person might be
there's no limit to what can be
learned about life.
Knowledge, when used prop-
erly, functions like a bungee cord.
It gives us the necessary confi-
dence to plunge into new experi-
ences without fear of not being
able to return. One of the greatest
adventures is coming to an under-
standing of someone else. That's
the ultimate test. Never mind
exams, essays and other formula-
ic measures of thought; if you
want to graduate with a degree in
extra-curricular studies, find out
what's at the source of a disagree-
ment.
Or, when whoever you aren't
too fond of is spotted approach-
ing and weaving their way
through the hall toward you, pre-
tend to study the floor as if the
yellow tiles and bricks contain
hidden masterpieces.
Honest, upfront interaction is
challenging. There'll be no one
enforcing the curriculum of
learning how to be a more com-
plete person. The process contin-
ues throughout life; education is
an essential source of vitality.
Make no mistake - we are all
equally teacher and student.
Opinion
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International
Uncertain future for the Ivory Coast
RUBEN GU-KONU
African Bureau
As
part of an accord between
the government of the Ivory
Coast and rebel forces, general
elections have been scheduled for
the first time since civil war
broke out. Although the dates are
set, the peace process has
not
reached the necessary stage in
order to allow peaceful and real
democratic elections.
A Belgium-based organiza-
tion, Crisis Group, recently
released a report on the Ivory
Coast called "The Worst May Be
Yet to Come." Crisis Group rec-
ommended that the international
community place active pressure
on the Ivorian government to dis-
arm pro-government militia
forces and the rebel troops who
still control the northern half of
the country. France, which has
over 4000 men and women sta-
tioned in its former colony, would
like its soldiers to be replaced by
UN peacekeepers.
There have been several
instances where French troops
and the rebels have clashed.
French troops have also clashed
with civilian protesters in the
capital, Abidjan, after the demon-
strators demanded the full with-
drawal of France from Ivorian
affairs. Paris retaliated after nine
French soldiers were killed in a
government air raid on rebel
positions by destroying Ivorian
jet bombers and helicopters.
The Linas-Marcoussis Accord
was prepared in France in
January of 2003 under increased
pressure from France and the
inteinational community. The
Accord demands a UN-super-
vised process of full disarmament
from all parties, followed by gen-
eral elections in October 2005.
The process has suffered setbacks
as both presidential and rebels
forces have clashed, and the dis-
armament process is far from
complete.
While negotiations between
the warring factions have stalled,
South African President Thabo
Mbeki and the African Union
have pressured for talks to
resume in order to meet the
October election.
"The AU... should work to
organize in close cooperation
with the UN the implementation
of the Disarmament,
Demobilization and
Reintegration (DDR) program,
voter registration and a new
schedule for three polls — presi-
dential and legislative elections
preceded by a referendum on a
key constitutional article deter-
mining who is eligible for the
presidency," Crisis Group said in
its report. The group fears that
armed militias may disrupt the
validity of the elections and lead
to more violence.
Article 35 of the Ivorian con-
stitution has been at the base of a
heated debate in the Parliament
and a major aspect of the crisis.
Until recently, Article 35 stated
that both parents of a presidential
candidate must be Ivorian.
Last December the
Parliament revised the article
which now asks for only one par-
ent to be Ivorian. Even though the
change was passed, President
Gbagbo insists on holding a ref-
erendum on the issue. He
believes that the decision is too
important to be decided by the
MPs. Both the government and
the rebels have made it clear that
they will require international
assistance in the electoral
process.
But UN Secretary-General
Kofi Annan has reiterated that
such a step can only be taken if
the schedule set in the Linas-
Marcoussis Accord was followed
starting with the disarmament
process.
Crisis Group recommends for
France to negotiate a withdrawal
plan in order to allow a peace-
keeping force with, estimated at
6000 soldiers, to supervise the
disarmament process and take
over peacekeeping duties.
The current UN international
peacekeeping mandate in Ivory
Coast ends on April 4, 2005.
France reaffirmed that it will
remain on the grounds as long as
President Gbabgo requests it.
Annan has demanded 1200 addi-
tional troops but the Security
Council has yet to put the propos-
al up for discussion and vote.
Crisis Group's report empha-
sized immediate action from the
international community to has-
ten the peace process
and proceed
to elections. A full outbreak in the
Ivory Coast would mean a
regional crisis which will subse-
quently lead to a humanitarian
nightmare.
On the streets of the
capitalAbidjan, the capital, peo-
ple are doing their daily shores,
businesses are running and
schools and hospitals are open,
but everyone fears the upcoming
months and what the future may
hold.
Contributed Photo
Life in the capital city of Abidjan has returned to calm, but residents are fearful of the future.
Tensions mounting in Sri Lanka
SREEGANESHAN SREEKANTHA
Staff Writer
The International League for the
Rights and Liberation of Peoples
(ILRLP) has warned that in the
wake of the deadly tsunami that
struck South-East Asia, the possi-
bility of a united Sri Lanka is run-
ning out.
Verena Graf, Secretary
General of ILRLP, told the UN
Human Rights Commission
(HRC) that the "post-tsunami
experiences raise the specter that
time is running out; that there is
no hope for the Tamils within a
united Sri Lanka." The ILRLP is
a Geneva based NGO with
Special Consultative Status at the
UN.
The tsunami that hitSri Lanka
on December 26 served to tem-
porarily unite Sri Lankans of all
kinds. Observers hoped that the
government and the Liberation
Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE)
would be able to seize the oppor-
tunity and work towards peace.
Initially, Tamils, Muslims and
Singhalese were all seen working
together and putting their ethnic
differences aside. Even the armed
forces of Sri Lanka, and the Tamil
Tiger rebels were initially seen
helping each other out, despite
their bloody rivalries.
However, by December 28,
political conflicts had broken out.
Conflict started with the govern-
ments' discriminatory policy of
aid distribution between govern-
ment and rebel held territory.
However, the Norwegian facili-
tated cease fire between the gov-
ernment and the LTTE is still in
power.
Reports indicate that
the Sri Lankan
government has been
using tsunami aid to
influence the 20-year
civil war.
A report by the IMF on the
effects of the tsunami indicates
that the Singhalese-dominated
South accounted for 35 percent of
the damage, while the Tamil-
dominated North and the East
accounted for 65 percent of the
damage. Civil war has raged for
20 years in Sri Lanka, with the
Tamil and Muslim controlled
areas being decimated.
Reports accuse the Sri Lankan
government of using internation-
al aid to affect the course of the
civil war, and unequal aid distri-
bution has enflamed tensions.
Norwegian facilitators have
worked out a joint agreement
between the Tamil Tigers and the
government to ensure the equal
distribution of aid. The Tigers
have accepted the Norwegian
proposal, but the government's
final answer is still pending.
Meanwhile, an emergency
law, passed in the wake of the
tsunami, is still in full effect. The
law gives greater power to the
military to interfere in local
affairs, and this is further enflam-
ing tensions.
Incidents over the last three
weeks indicate that "tensions
have intensified between the
Contributed Photo
The uneasy peace that followed the tsunami seems to be wearing down in Sri Lanka.
U.S. Army deserter
denied refuge in Canada
TONY FERGUSON
Staff Writer
Private Jeremy Hinzman, 26, a
former U.S. soldier who deserted
in order to escape active duty in
Iraq, was denied asylum in
Canada by the Refugee and
Immigration board last Thursday.
Adjudicator Brian Goodman con-
cluded that Hinzman had not
made a convincing case that he
would face persecution upon his
return to the U.S.
"Hinzman has brought for-
ward no evidence to support his
allegation that he would not be
accorded the full protection of the
law pursuant to the court-martial
process," the ruling said.
The F.8.1, has a warrant for
Hinzman's arrest and he would
most likely face a court martial
for desertion. If convicted he
could spend up to five years in a
military prison, although with
past sentences as a guide, his sen-
tence might not be as long.
The decision was also
believed to be eagerly awaited by
dozens of other claimants with
similar cases who are also seek-
ing refuge in Canada.
Hinzman said that he was dis-
appointed by the decision but he
addressed an anti-war rally that
took place after the ruling on
Thursday across from the U.S.
consulate in downtown Toronto.
"I feel fine," he said. "I'm
going to have a good three-day
weekend with my family. I'm
going running on Saturday and
start the appeal process on
Monday."
Jane Orion Smith, executive
director of the Quakers' Canadian
Friends Services Committee, was
more disappointed by the ruling.
"It's a bit of a blow for the
rights of conscientious objec-
tors," she said. The Quakers' lob-
bied on Hinzman's behalf and
provided temporary accommoda-
tion for his family before they
found an apartment.
This is not the first time that
Hinzman has applied for consci-
entious objector status. He was
given a non-combatant role in
Afghanistan after the Pentagon
denied his application in 2002. In
December 2003, Hinzman went
AWOL from his 82nd Airborne
Division in Fort Bragg, North
California after the Pentagon
turned down his application for
conscientious objector status
once again. He contended that if
he were to kill or injure anyone it
would amount to criminal atroci-
ties because he viewed the war as
illegal. He also noted that the
U.S. military regarded all Arabs
in the Middle East, especially
Iraqis, as "savages" and potential
terrorists to be eliminated.
Hinzman believes
that the war in Iraq
is illegal, and that if
he were forced to kill
anyone, he would be
committing criminal
atrocities.
During the Vietnam War,
nearly 125,000 U.S. soldiers were
granted refugee status in Canada.
But Hinzman and other asylum-
seekers, enlisted voluntarily
while soldiers from the Vietnam
War were drafted.
- Please see Hinzman page 12
- Please see Tamils, page 12
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Democracy has been crushed in Iraq
Kris Cote
International Editor
Neo-conservatives
and sup-
porters of the Iraqi war have
claimed to be vindicated since the
January 30 election in Iraq. Not
only was democracy brought to
Iraq, they claim, but it spread
throughout the Middle-East, as
witnessed by the demonstrations
in Lebanon and the municipal
elections held in Saudi Arabia.
This has led many who
opposed the Iraq war to question
the logic of the anti-war/Bush
arguments. Even Jon Stewart is
wondering, "what if Bush . . . has
been right about this all along?"
But Bush was not right, and
what was brought to Iraq was not
a positive and long-lasting form
of democracy. Rather than allow-
ing the people to exercise their
own free will, the U.S. has
imposed a form of democracy on
Iraq which will threaten the long-
term stability of the country.
People power, or civilian-
based revolutions based on mass
protests, have been taking the
world by storm in the past year
and a half. Georgia, Ukraine and
Kyrgyzstan have all ousted
despotic leaders and have
instilled hopes that democracy
will emerge. In these cases the
basis of the revolutions has been
the will of the people, but in Iraq,
the will of the people has been
continually ignored.
Following the invasion of Iraq
and the fall of Saddam Hussein,
Grand Ayatollah Ali Sistani and
the Iraqi people demanded that
direct elections be held. While
Sistani used his religious power
to pressure U.S. officials, the
people took to the streets.
Peaceful demonstrations broke
out all through Iraq, demanding
that direct elections be held. In
towns throughout the country,
elections were held (without
American approval) and the
equivalent to municipal leaders
were elected.
Then head of the Coalition
Provisional Authority (CPA),
Paul Bremer, cautioned that any
elections held had to take "care of
our concerns," and warned that
"elections that are held too early
can be destructive."
The Iraqi people have
tried to express their
democratic will, but
the U.S. has crushed
their efforts while
seeking to maintain
their interests.
The Iraqi people tried to
express their democratic political
will, yet their efforts to create
democracy, which Bush contends
is the reason for the U.S. inva-
sion, was quashed. The CPA
appointed a provisional Iraqi
Governing Council (IGC),
replaced all the locally elected
leaders with appointed leaders,
many of whom had
served in the
Ba'athist administration, and
made sure to serve U.S. concerns.
The CPA had privatized most
of the Iraqi economy, and they
ensured that the IGC followed
suit. From water services, trans-
portation and phone service,
many former state-owned sectors
continue to be privatized. Greg
Palast of the BBC recently report-
ed that privatization of the Iraqi
oil industry was the driving moti-
vation for the war. Falah Aljibury,
an Iraqi-born oil-industry con-
sultant, contends that the insur-
gency is so bitter because the
people believe "you're losing
your country, your losing your
resources to a bunch of wealthy
billionaires who want to take you
over and make your life miser-
able."
In the meantime, life in Iraq
continues to be brutal and many
simply struggle to survive. A
recent survey by Mercer Human
Resource Consulting has named
Baghdad, with its complete lack
of security for Iraqi citizens, the
most dangerous city in the world.
American imposed democra-
cy, with its appointed leaders,
forced constitutional changes and
a lack of security and social infra-
structure, will fail. Imposed revo-
lutions rarely succeed, and rather
than allowing democracy to
flower when it first bloomed, the
U.S. stomped it out. Had democ-
racy been the real reason for the
invasion, this would not have
occurred.
India moves to stem generic drugs
Law passed to satisfy the WTO,
worries that the global price of
drugs will rise
ABI BALAKRISHNANStaff Writer
India has passed a new, and con-
troversial, amendment to the
country's Patent Act, making it
illegal for domestic pharmaceuti-
cal companies to produce generic
copies of patented drugs.
Worldwide health aid groups
oppose the new law, claiming it
will deprive millions of people
around the world from inexpen-
sive life-saving medicines.
The bill was passed in accor-
dance with India's commitment
to the World Trade
Organization's (WTO)
Agreement on Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS).
The new law has permitted
for all generic drugs already
approved in India to be sold;
however, sellers must now pay
licensing fees. There are also pro-
visions allowing companies that
make generic to copy drugs in the
future, but only with the permis-
sion of the patent owner. In this
scenario, the generic producer
must also pay a "reasonable" roy-
alty, but the law does not yet
specify the definition of reason-
able. Activists predict that prices
for newly invented drugs will be
more costly, since drug makers
will have the same 20-year patent
monopolies as they have in the
West.
Millions of the poor in India
and elsewhere in the world
depend on India's generic drug
industry. It is estimated that
generic Indian drugs account for
half of all the drugs purchased by
developing nations in the world.
"Because India is one of the
world's biggest producers of
generic drugs, this law will have
a severe ripple effect on many
developing countries which
depend on imported generic
drugs from India," believes
Samar Verma, Regional Policy
Advisor of the British charity
Oxfam.
According to a WYO agree-
ment on intellectual property,
India was supposed to introduce
amendments to its existing patent
act by January 1, 2005. However,
the Indian government lingered
until the very last minute and
then rushed the bill through par-
liament, leaving little room for
democratic debate on the wider
public health implications. The
SUt;li
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new law will revise India's 1970
Patent Act, and impacts all prod-
ucts from electronics to software
and medicine.
International pharmaceutical
companies were very pleased by
the outcome of the law, but health
advocacy groups have cautioned
that this new patent bill will
cause the global price of drugs to
rise. The most vulnerable and
poor nations will be impacted the
most by the law. Despite the
obvious gloom, Daniel Berman, a
coordinator for the global access
campaign Doctors Without
Borders, tried to stay optimistic.
"It's very disappointing, but it
could have been worse. All
generic could have been removed
from the market."
Even so, the public remains
fearful. Loon Gangte, who runs a
program in India for people with
AIDS, condemned the new law,
saying: "I am using generic AIDS
drugs because I can afford the
price. Since the bill has passed,
when I need new drugs, I won't
be able to afford them. I could
become one of the casualties."
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Dissent in Zimbabwe
Hoping to continue the global
trend of peaceful 'people power'
revolutions, a Zimbabwean
Catholic Archbishop, Pius
Ncube, has urged the
Zimbabwean people to rise up
against President Robert
Mugabe.
Mugabe's ruling ZANU-PF
party has been accused of rigging
the previous two elections, and
of withholding food aid to sup-
porters of the opposition
Movement for Democratic
Change.
Ncube contends that the
uprising must be peaceful, but he
believes that "people should
pluck up just a bit of courage and
stand up against him and chase
him away."
Zimbabwe's election is set
for March 31, though interna-
tional observers believe that the
elections will not be fair. Human
Rights Watch has released a
report which concludes that elec-
toral laws have been changed to
benefit Mugabe, and that a 'cli-
mate of fear' exists in Zimbabwe
as a result of pro-ZANU-PF
youth militias.
Bring back the wall
More than 15 years after
the wall
dividing East and West Germany
fell, a surprising number of
Germans wish that the wall were
back.
A survey conducted by
Berlins's Free University asked
2000 people, "would it be better
if the Wall between East and
West were still standing?" The
survey revealed that 25 percent
of West Germans wished the wall
still remained, while 12 percent
of East Germans shared this
view.
Experts attribute diehard anx-
ieties, the high cost of reunifica-
tion and economic turmoil in the
East as reasons for the poll
results. Billions of Euros have
been spent on reunification,
while unemployment in the East
is high, the population is shrink-
ing, and Germany continues to
suffer the effects of recession.
The poll also revealed that 47
percent of East Germans
believed the West "acquired the
east like a colony," while 58 per-
cent of West Germans believe
that "easterners tend to wallow in
self-pity."
Marburg breaks lose
World Health Organization
(WHO) officials have confirmed
that 121 people have died from
Marburg virus in Angola since
October 2004.
The disease, which has tar-
geted children under the age of
five, is much like the Ebola
virus. It is very deadly, is spread
through human contact, and has
the potential to reach pandemic
proportions, warns the WHO.
Early symptoms of Marburg
are similar to other diseases like
malaria, typhoid and yellow
fever. But as the disease devel-
ops, victims experience severe
diarrhea, nausea, chest and stom-
ach pains, vomiting, severe inter-
nal bleeding and eventually
death.
Marburg was first given to
humans in 1967 when monkeys
from Uganda infected lab work-
ers. The most severe outbreak of
the disease occurred in the
Democratic Republic of the
Congo from 1998-2000, but sci-
entists do not know which a -
mals store the disease, or when,
it goes between outbreaks.
The WHO has sent the
Global Outbreak Alert and
Response Network, while
Canada has contributed a mobile
laboratory.
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LTTE and the government" as
government paramilitaries and
the Tamil rebels continue to
clash.Tamil human rights worker,
Mr. Ariyanayagam Chandra
Nehru, founding member of
North East Secretariat on Human
Rights (NESOHR), Mr. E
Kousalyan, political head of
Batticaloa-Amparai and four oth-
ers were recently gunned down
while working on a tsunami relief
project. The incident took place
in a government controlled area
and the paramilitaries have been
blamed for the incident.
As tensions continue to esca-
late, many Sri Lankans are now
wondering whether peace is ever
possible. "The developments dur-
ing the last three years com-
pounded by the post-tsunami
experiences raise the specter that
time is running out," testified
Graf, to the HRC. "There is no
hope for the Tamils within a unit-
ed Sri Lanka... their only chance
lies in fighting for external self-
determination."
Smith suggested the decision
may be a reflection of a poor
understanding of what persecu-
tion means. "People have a hard
time wrapping their heads around
the idea that just to be impris-
oned, when you refuse to fight in
an illegal war, is a form of perse-
cution," she said. In his conclu-
sion, however, Goodman said that
he was unable to speculate on the
legality of the war and therefore
could not make his decision
based upon whether or
not the
U.S. was justified in leading the
invasion of Iraq.
UN reforms sought by Kofi Annan despite opposition
KYLE BOULDEN
Staff Writer
United
Nations Secretary
General Kofi Annan recent-
ly presented a major plan for
sweeping reforms to the United
Nations.
The report, titled "In Larger
Freedom: Towards Development,
Security and Human Rights for
All," proposes changes to the
structure, as well as enlarging the
responsibilities of the UN.
The report is divided into four
sections, of which the first three
deal with improvements in the
fields of human rights, develop-
ment and security, while the last
section focuses reforms of the
UN structure to fit the realities of
the modern international system.
Annan believes that the
revised UN will have "a much
better chance of preventing coun-
tries like Haiti, Afghanistan and
Sierra Leone from sliding back
into chaos or crisis," and it will
be able to "put a stop to major
crimes against innocent people,
such as those we are witnessing
in Darfur."
One key proposal involves
overhauling the Human Rights
Commission (HRC), which the
New York Times called "one of
the UN's great standing embar-
rassments." Currently, the HRC
commissions are filled by an
indiscriminate system of regional
rotation, which in the past has
allowed notorious abusers of
human rights such as Libya and
Sudan to judge other countries'
actions. The new plan suggests a
Human Rights Council in which
members would be voted in by
the UN General Assembly, and
where violators would be banned
from selection.
The Security Council is also
targeted for reform; however, this
is expected to face stiff opposi-
tion from some current members,
especially the U.S. Most signifi-
cantly, the Security Council
would be expanded from 15 to 24
members, in order to be more
regionally representative. The
changes do not go as far as abol-
ishing the veto held by Britain,
America, France, China, Russia,
the victors of the Second World
War, but do suggest adding six
new non-veto holding permanent
members.
The report looks to address
many problems of development,
calling on the developed world to
do more to help developing coun-
tries. It sets a goal for rich coun-
tries to earmark 0.7 percent of
gross national income for devel-
opment aid by the year 2015. The
principles of debt relief and new
lending facilities are also empha-
sized.
The extremely broad range of
proposals includes several areas
that have dogged the UN in
recent years. Among them is a
plan for the Security Council to
adopt a clear set of principles on
the use of force, an allusion to the
fiasco of the Iraq War. In addi-
tion, Annan included reforms
towards ensuring more accounta-
bility, to prevent scandals such as
the oil for food
program, and the
sexual assaults committed by UN
peacekeepers in the Congo.
Included among the sugges-
tions are many concepts particu-
larly welcomed by Canada,
which has been quite supportive
of the report. It embraces the con-
cept of 'responsibility to protect,'
in order to have more concrete
guidelines for intervention in the
case of atrocities. There is also a
proposal for a permanent, volun-
tary "strategic reserve force" of
peacekeepers that would be able
to put into action much more
quickly than current UN opera-
tions.
Annan contends that the
reforms must be taken as a com-
plete package, not individually "a
la carte." Besides, Annan
believes that the reforms are
interconnected. "We will not
enjoy development without secu-
rity, we will not enjoy security
without development, and we
will not enjoy either without
respect for human rights. Unless
all these causes are advanced,
none will succeed."
Contributed Photo
Kofi Annan believes that the UN must reform in order to remain an
effective world body.
- Tamils, from page 10
Hinzman, form page 12
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Drug Trends
RESCRIPTION
RUGS
By Michelle Pinchev
According to recent surveys in Ontario,alcohol continues to be the most heavily used drua amona teenaoers
by far. In a distant second is weed, followed closely by binoe drinking and cigarette smoking.
The good news: the incidence of smoking and the general use of ecstasy, LSD (acid) and barbituates (amy-
tal,butisol,Seconal) have all gone down since 2001.
Not surprisingly, studies show that about one-third of university students, men and women alike, have
smoked marijuana, while use of other drugs remains stable at relatively low but still significant rates.
While many are optimistic about the results, there is growing concern that drug trends are moving in new
and dangerous directions with rapidly increasing addiction to prescribed medication and the ever-present
threat of date-rape drugs,
Ritalin
Ritalin (a.k.a. kiddee cocaine, vitamin R) is the
newest and fastest-growing gateway drug for
young
adolescents. Kids and teenagers with
attention deficit disorder (ADD) who are
already prone to social prob-
lems are commonly prescribed
this drug. Long before they are
exposed or have access to drugs like cocaine,
ecstasy or even marijuana, many troubled kids
have consistent access to Ritalin. It is in many
ways the perfect drug for amateur drug-users as
it is much cheaper than cocaine and easier to
get than beer or butts.
Many believe that Ritalin is over
prescribed to children in Canada,
contributing to the rapid
increase in abuse of the drug.
The Drug Enforcement
Administration in the U.S
claims that over the past
decade Ritalin abuse
increased 1000 percent for
children in the 10-14 year
age group, proof of how
appealing and accessible
the drug has really
become.
Often thought of as a
milder version of coke,
Ritalin can be taken orally
or broken into powder form
and snorted and acts as a
central nervous system stim
ulant. A toxic overdose reaction can result from abusing this drug, causing
psychotic episodes, respiratory and heart complications and even death.
VtcoJin
If the name "Vicodin" sounds vaguely familiar but you aren't sure why,
you've probably never tried the drug or know anyone else who has. Most
likely, the drug rings a bell due to "Friends" star Matthew Perry's long-
time struggle with a Vicodin addiction.
While Vicodin has not yet emerged as a mainstream drug-of-choice in
Canada, in the cities of El Paso, Texas, New York City, San Diego, St,
Louis, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas and Miami, this painkiller tops the list of
abused pharmaceuticals and is definitely one to watch out for.
Vicodin is a combination of Tylenol and Hydrocodone, the latter obvious-
ly being the critical ingredient. Often prescribed for severe pain and taken
frequently, the drug is known for being habit-forming.
Those who use the drug recreation ally enjoy mind-altering effects of
hallucination and numbness. The more aversive effects include
constipation, nausea and dizziness and with increased use confu-
sion, blurred vision, psychosis and overdose leading.to death.
Studies suggest that the use of this opiate is increasing, especial-
ly among white females age 20-40.
OxyContin
Perscribed for moderate to high pain relief, OxyContin, more
, popularly known as percocet or "percs," has a very high poten-
itial to be used and abused for its "euphoric" effects.
As a member of the notorious family of opiates, it's no
'wonder this drug appeals to recreational users, although most of
abusers become addicted after using OxyContin for medical
reasons.
drugs
An ever-present concern for all university stu-
dents, drugs like Rohypnol ("Roofies"), GHB or
Ketamine ("special K") are famous for being
administered unknowingly to usually female
victims.
A much, much stronger version of Valium,
Rohypnol ("Roofies") is a sedative with tran-
quilizmg effects. The drug is most often taken
without the user's knowledge, slipped into
drinks or food by perpetrators. The effects kick
in about 20-30 minutes after use and can cause
anything from relaxation similar to being drunk,
to complete black-outs. The growing concern
with Rohypnol is its use in sexual assault.
Gamma hydroxybutyrate, or GHB for short, is
used both recreation ally and as a date-rape drug.
In North America, GHB has been largely
responsible for many of the drug-related comas
and fatalities in recent years. When it was creat-
ed 40 years ago
in France it was intended to be
an anesthetic, which says a lot about the strength
of this dangerous drug.
For the most part, GHB is used by
"ravers" and
party-goers at after-hours clubs. The drug has
strong associations with sexuality, attracting
strippers, exotic dancers and sexual predators
seeking its euphoric and disinhibiting effects.
The recent trend is that this drug is widely used
in the gay and
lesbian party scene and is also
abused on a daily basis by a growing number of
athletes and body-builders. Still, it remains a
prominent date-rape drug as it is easy to slip into
someone's drink and can cause black-outs for
long periods of time. If the dose is too strong or
too high, a person can fall into a coma within 15
minutes of use and never wake up.
Ketamine, a.k.a. special K, vitamin K or just
plain old "K," is known more for its recreation-
al use than for its use as a date-rape drug. This
drug is actually legal and available to veterinar-
ians as a sedative or as a hospital anesthetic.
Many "K" users are aware of this and even refer
to the drug as cat or horse tranquillizer, but it
doesn't stop them from using the drug, often
snorting it in its powder form. Ketamine has a
full
range
of effects including delirium, halluci-
nations, rapid heart-beat, confusion, violent or
aggressive behavior, vertigo, ataxia, slurred
speech, delayed reaction time, euphoria, amne-
sia and coma. Some users describe feeling like
they're "in slow motion" while on the drug.
Others describe a drunk feeling similar to that of
alcohol consumption.
Also popular in the rave, after-hours and gay
party scenes, many users claim the drug makes
them uninhibited and better dancers. What many
don't realize is the dangerous risk "K" poses to
women. Ketamine is relatively new to the pred-
ator drug category. Its tranquilizing and disso-
ciative affects make it attractive to a potential
predator.
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As a wrestling fan, the use of steroids is not uncommon to me. For at
least the past 20 years, wrestlers have been using steroids to help create
that wrestler/body-builder physique.
Growing up as a wrestling fan, I was familiar with Hulk Hogan's 24
inch pythons and Ravishing Rick Rude's three percent body fat. I was also
aware of the fact that Hogan's hair line was receding and that the Macho
Man's back was awfully pimply. What I know now but couldn't compre-
hend as a child was that my wrestling heroes, at least some of them, were
on steroids.
While it was a secret to me, it certainly wasn't a secret to some people.
Vince McMahon and the WWF was the victim of an inquest similar to the
one that baseball is undergoing presently. The FBI attempted to show that
Vince McMahon, owner of the largest wrestling company in North
America, was actively distributing steroids and encouraging their use.
That was nearly 15 years ago and enough time has gone by that the
wrestlers involved are now able to talk freely of their steroid years. Hulk
Hogan even went as far as openly admitting to taking steroids in the 80s.
He even went as far as to suggest that all the other wrestlers used steroids,
too. It was the thing to do.
Fast forward to present day. I am now 22 years old, and Hulk Hogan is
still on television. He's bald and nearly crippled now, mainly because of
steroid use, a fact
that he admits to. But while he is on television, where
are all of his former co-workers? Well, the truth is some of them are dead.
It seems that not a month goes by where another wrestler doesn't bite
the dust. Rick Rude, Curt Henning, Crash Holly, Big Bossman, Junkyard
Dog, the Von Erichs and Brian Pillman all have something in common.
They are dead. Whether it is pain pills (a very popular drug in a profession
such as wrestling), cocaine (another popular drug in athletic circles, par-
tially because it is easy to hide and easy to get) or outright steroid use, the
wrestling industry has paid the price for the damage that it inflicted upon
itself years ago.
Fast forward to the hearings on steroid use in sports that are currently
being held in the United States of America. Several baseball players have
been "outed" as steroid users, or at least potential steroid users. These ath-
letes have put their body on the line for their one shot at glory, their chance
at immortality, all the while forgetting what steroids can do to your body.
Wrestling and wrestlers alike are ignored because it is deemed to not be
a pure sport. Regardless of the fixed outcomes and the quasi soap opera
like staging, those wrestlers are athletes, just like Barry Bonds, Mark
McGuire and Jose Canseco. It seems that nobody is paying attention to the
recent trend in wresding circles regarding recently retired and in some
cases, active wrestlers; they are dropping like flies. 1 for one won't be sur-
prised when Mark McGuire has a heart attack in the next 10 years. He's
taken so many steroids, whether admittedly or not, that his heart has clear-
ly been damaged. The body isn't meant to be under the constant strain that
high performance athletes put it under, especially athletes who use drugs
to help the body along.
Athletes should pay attention to the wrestling industry and see what has
happened to its members. If steroid use continues to rise, which all indi-
cators show that it will, then we will sadly be saying goodbye to our for-
mer sports heroes shortly.
Steroids do damage to the body, especially in the long-term. 1 for one
am not looking forward to the day when Hulk Hogan or the Macho Man
finally keel over. My heroes are fading fast. Just wait; soon enough, yours
will too.
SPOUTS AND
STEROIDS
Colin Duffett
Ben Johnson: As Canadians, we are all too familiar with Ben Johnson and
his failed druo test. In 1987,9.83 was unheard of until Johnson set the record
and then won Gold in Seoul'BB.His record and his gold medal were taken from him
and Canada's famous sprinter was banned from competition/ not once, but twice,aoa in
testing positive in 1993.
Hulk Hoaan:VVhen Hulk Hooan told his Hulkamaniacs to,"Say their prayers,eat their vitamins and drink
your milk," he really was talking about booze and anabolic steroids. Hooan is the perfect example of a high
"
profile athlete while on steroids and the effects it has on the body.
Jim Haslett and the 1980s NFL:Haslett now a Head Coach for the New Orleans Saints of the NFL, admitted that
he,alono with other key athletes took steroids duririo the 80s. His admission turned the NFL on its head.The
NFL has had a strict anti-druo policy in effect since 1993. Makes you wonder if weed was the only thino that
Ricky Williams had his sticky fingers into.
The Bash Brothers: These two baseball players have been in the spotlight lately because of their apparent use
of steroids. While steroids clearly have an affect on your strength and physical abilities, do they also improve
your eyesight? Hitting 90 mph fastball is still insanely difficult.
Barry Bonds: Does anybody else remember Barry Bonds when he played for the Pittsburgh Pirates? He was
skinny. Now, this baseball player has become the poster boy for steroid use among modern athletes.
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Crossword
BY FRASER KING
Across:
1. Piano, en Francais
7. Radio talk, like 10-4
8. A segment of the limb of an
arthropod
10. Woven container
15. A pitcher or vase
16. A new employee
17. To take clothes off
20. Where Ikea is from
22. A grassland
23. Snakelike fish
24. Having rhythm
27. Wrestling hold
30. Ireland, or my girlfriend's
name
31. Holds pants up
32. Type of religious pledge
34. Enemies from Final Fantasy
Six
36. Social grace or finesse
37. To make black
Down:
2. A deep olive green
3. Non-contagious
4. Veteran or veterinarian
5. Anger or malice
6. Says Hamlet: Aye, there's the
8. A small stalk or stalklike part
bearing a single flower in an
inflorescence
9. To be indebted
11. A sailor who has crossed the
equator
12. Goat youth
13. Soon, happening soon
14. Renters
18. What bears live in
19. What you do when you are
hungry
20. 1/100th of a Yen
21. Small or young, to the Scotch
25. Where we?
26. Low light of early morning or
evenings
28. 100 equal 1 loti
29. Not young
33. Take or snatch
34. Estimated time of arrival
35. A resinous secretion
Last Week's Answers
Weekly
Bad
Drawing
By
Pete
Cram
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2. Bob Rae
For all the grief and commo-
tion he caused. Bob Rae sits at
number two on The Cord's Top
20 Newsmakers.
In protest against Bob
Rae's suggestion to increase
tuition fees, approximately 50
students and several profes-
sors gathered at the Aird
Underpass on Tuesday,
February 15 to chant and carry
signs in the rain.
Steve Hendrix, Chair of
the Graduate Students'
Association, organized the
protest and hoped that, above
all, the demonstration would
bring much-needed attention
to the issue. About 1000
Laurier students signed a peti-
tion against fee deregulation
and increased loans.
Many fear Rae's recom-
mendation would mean higher
tuition and more debt for stu-
dents and their families.
Furthermore, it could deter
students from pursuing a grad-
uate degree.
Other Ontario post-sec-
ondary schools joined in the
protest: Ryerson organized a
post-card campaign against
the Rae Review, aiming to
send the former premier thou-
sands of post-cards signed by
students in protest. Early in
February, over a thousand stu-
dents marched from U of T to
Queen's Park in Toronto and
although most of the protest-
ers were from the University
of Toronto, many came from
schools all over Ontario to
participate and at least 25 stu-
dents travelled all the way
from Ottawa to demonstrate
against Rae.
Is there anything good to
be said about the Rae Review?
University Administrators
would say there is plenty. The
review, submitted to Premier
McGuinty and the Minister
Chambers early in February
calls for more government
funding for Universities-
something no one can argue is
needed to strengthen Ontario's
backbone.
3. Steve Weiker
Welker has had his share of controversy
and has definitely made his mark on the
university. That is why he is the number
three newsmaker of the year.
' '
>
Alleged misconduct
The infamous gondola incident was
brought to light by Anthony Piscitelli, Vice
President: University Affairs in September.
During the Management Committee's
annual summer getaway, known as the
Dean's Trip, Welker was allegedly drinking
from a Texas mickey while on a gondola,
going up the side of a mountain.
News of this came as a surprise to the
Board of Directors, who had been wading
through new off-campus event policies that
created stricter rules for drinking alcohol
with university-related groups. These poii-
cies had been implemented under the guid-
ance of Welker. Now, it seemed he had vio-
lated them.
After The Cord's initial expose, a collec-
tion of students, calling themselves "the
Steve Welker fan club"' appeared at the fol-
lowing WLUSU board meeting with an
empty Texas mickey and sign.
Directors Laura Gray and Trevor
Cress well followed up on Piscitelli's con-
cerns by performing an investigation into
his conduct. Welker was found to be within
policy guidelines.
Brantford Student Life Centre
With a ground-breaking ceremony occur-
ring just before Christmas, the first
Canadian student-owned and operated
building is being constructed as we speak.
Welker has put a lot of his time and effort
into the planning and coordination of the
building along with Brantford's Campus
Commissioner, Sara Neziol. The building
should be ready for school in September.
4. Anthony Piscitelli
Anthony Piscitelli, the WLUSU Vice President: University Affairs has probably been
The Cord's most quoted man of the year. Always a source for news tips and informa-
tion, he easily takes the number 4 spot on the Cord's top 20 Newsmakers.
Most notably Piscitelli spoke out against Welker's drinking incident. Since then,
Welker has held 'team meetings' where Piscitelli was not invited.
A short list of stories that reference Piscitelli include: 'Attempts made to drop legal
drinking age', 'Welker in question on own policy', 'WLU stops supporting child
labour', and 'Gouett in Jeopardy; VP: UA encourages directors to recall Matt Gouett'.
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to over volunteers...
The Management
1 200 volunteers
mmittee and Board of Directors would like to thank our over
From walking over 8 000 students to their destinations safely with a
tt,eir arc* anc* passion in everything they do.
• •
w i ile to ensuring our volunteers are hired in a fair and equitable manner,
to raising sexual and environmental awareness, to making students c
,
M
)c a- w p <-u a p a
«cof the events and issues that should concern them. WLUSU prides
itself on providing for the needs of students, and without our volunte
,
F
he wouldn t be able to do it.
THANK YOU from the bottom of our hearts.
You are the spirit and lifeline of this organization
have given us memories to last a lifetime...
The 2004 - 2005 Management Committee.
5. WLU Fine Arts
Wednesday, October 27, 2004,
the headline read "Fine Arts can-
celled", giving the Fine Arts pro-
gram the number 5 spot
in the Top
20 Newsmakers. In the early
stages, die Fine Arts program at
Laurier did appear as though it
was being cancelled and slowly
phased out. Several students and
select professors within the pro-
gram were outraged. Imran
Awan, a tutorial assistant for the
Fine Arts program, was con-
vinced that the decision to phase
out the program was done over
the summer: '"1 seriously don't
know [why the announcement
was delayed]."
On November 22, Dean of
Arts, Robert Campbell, met with
concerned students to answer
any
questions. He told those in atten-
dance that Fine Arts courses
would eventually be melded into
another program as part of the
University's Century Plan. Fine
Arts Administrative Secretary
Ann Duffy, along with Campbell,
stressed that it was a fact of busi-
ness when budgets were cut.
Duffy confirmed that the studio
would be gone, but said
Campbell defended the decision
well; however, he admits that "it
doesn't change the fact that there
is a lot of disappointment." All
required courses will be offered
until April 2007.
6. Fraser McCracken
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/. Matt Gouett
It is not that Matt Gouett made news, it is that other people made news about
Matt Gouett, and so the number 7 spot is his in the Top 20 Newsmakers.
Hie 2004-2005 WLUSU Vice Chair and 2005-2006 Presidential candidate
was threatened with having his position of Vice Chair being recalled during
the January 26 board meeting.
While a motion was brought forward by WLUSU Director Nick Murphy
to recall Gouett, it was tabled and was eventually defeated.
The reasoning for the recall motion was spurred on by the events of the
January 25 residence tour of Little House, in which Gouett felt that he was
insulted and acted as he felt was appropriate.
Gouett was described as being "abrasive" and "confrontational" by the
2004-2005 WLUSUVice President: University
Affairs, Anthony Piscitelli, who also noted: "1
am going to be encouraging directors to bring
a motion to recall Matt Gouett."
Gouett explained that he felt his reactions
were defensive in the face of the accusations
made of him, going on to say: 'If it came off
as hostile, I apologize."
The thing that really makes this important
is the proximity to the 2005-2(306 WLUSU
election. The "encouragement to recall" was
made one week before the election and
it may never be known if the results
of the presidential race would have
been different if the 'Little House
accusations' were not made.
8. Cindy Eadie
- \'s - "-%!:''ibj-.fi- J,
Women's Hockey
Less than eight months after returning
home from Greece where she was a soft-
ball Olympian, Cindy Eadie collected a
record 10 shutouts and a league MVP
award as goaltender for the women's hock-
ey team. Grabbing the number 8 spot in the
Top 20 Newsmakers is Eadie along with
her teammates.
Eadie and an ensemble cast of stars
from veterans Ashley Stephenson and
Amanda Joseph to newcomers Laurissa
Kenworthy Fiona Aiston and Andrea
Be van, led Laurier's team of the year
to a
division best 17-2-2 - 1 regular reason
record, destined for postseason greatness.
They did not disappoint. After triumph-
ing over Toronto for the OUA title,
the
Hawks travelled to Montreal where three
big wins, the last over an Alberta squad
that hadn't lost in 110 games, gave
the
Hawks the National Championship - the
seventh in school history.
Miranda MacDonald
Erin Moore
Caitlin Howl eft
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9. Pikecoming controversy
To the Pikes
'
dismay. WLUSU's new risk management policies meant
that Pikecoming was no longer a viable off-campus event. That's what
makes Pikecoming The Cord's, number 9 news story of the year. Hie
fraternity's giant Homecoming keg party, which caters to hundreds,
would have been in its 10th year. The Students' Union and the Greek
Council threatened the fraternity and said that if they went through
with the event, the Pi Alpha Kappa's would be reprimanded as a cam-
pus club. A lack
of professional security and high risk involved with
so much alcohol meant that it was too great of a liability for both the
university and WLUSU to have their names attached. If they went
through with it, there would be a requirement for the Pikes to remain
disbanded from the Union for a period of six months.
But the Pikes moved full steam ahead, since too much was at stake.
They had been planning all summer did not want to end the tradition.
The Pikes made every possible precaution to make their event as safe
as possible. They received appropriate approvals
from the Township of
Woolwich, received a proper liquor license
and even trained some
brothers in security and Smart Serve Courses. Then, just two days
before the event on September 23, the event was cancelled, partly due
to the license reviewed by the Alcohol and Gaming Corporation of
Ontario. Brandon Vadovic, their PR representative stated that 'there
will probably never be another Pikecoming.
But there will be some-
thing better. Don't expect the Pikes to just roll over and die."
0. Kurosh Shahabi
Seventeen days after he set out
from WLU, Kurosh Shahabi
arrived in Ottawa, completing his
walk to raise awareness of the
abuses of human rights in Iran.
Shahabi is the Top 20
Newsmakers number 10.
The Prime Minister's Office
told Shahabi that the Prime
Minister was too busy for a meet-
ing and the offices of the Deputy
Prime Minister, Anne McLellan,
and Foreign Affairs Minister,
Pierre Petti grew, also politely
declined to meet with him.
Having walked more than 550
kilometres, Shahabi did not give
up so easily. He remains in
Ottawa, where along with a group
of Iranian refugees, he continues
to press for a meeting with Paul
Martin.
Shahabi was greeted in
Ottawa by the Minister of
Parliament for the Kitchener-
Waterloo riding, Andrew Telegdi,
as well as the Opposition Deputy
House Leader, Jason Kenney, a
known human rights activist.
Through Telegdi, Shahabi was
able to have a meeting with an
official from the Department of
Foreign Affairs and International
Trade.
Although he has yet to have a
meeting with top government
officials, Shahabi is pleased that
Canada took a stand against
Iranian rights abuses at the UN
Human Rights Commission.
There, Pettigrew warned that "the
human-rights violations in Iran
are serious and they must stop."
1 1. Charitable Efforts
Students at Lauder like to give, and that's why they hold the number
11 spot on the Top 20 Newsmakers. Besides the annual Shinerama
event, notable charity drives were taken this past year on behalf
of
Juvenile Diabetes and tsunami relief.
November was Juvenile Diabetes month, and Rebecca Grant a
Laurier student and diabetic, organized a drive to raise money for dia-
betes research. Cut-out shoes were purchased from the Book Store for
$2 and displayed at The HUB.
Grant undertook the ambitious project because "I wanted to do
something to help raise money to find a cure as soon as possible. The
campaign raised both money and awareness, and Grant believes that
it
"helped people understand a little bit more about the disease.'
After the deadly tsunami struck South-East Asia and parts of
Africa, students, along with the rest of the world, rushed to raise
money to help. Masters of Social work students raised $3825,
which
was matched by the federal government and raised a total to $7 650.
Students' Union businesses in the Terrace, as well as the Centre Spot,
also collected $2582 from students.
Other groups sought to raise money under the auspices
of the
Laurier Christian Fellowship, and a Tsunami Relief Day was held on
January 25. However, Students' Union President, Steve Welker. decid-
ed not to follow the precedent of other university student unions and
declined to pledge WLUSU to relief.
While some tsunami ravaged areas have begun to return to norma;,
tourism is returning to the Maldives and Thailand, others like Somalia,
which had nuclear waste wash up onto its shores, are
still trying to deal
with the fallout. To date, world governments have failed to deliver $*»
billion in pledged aid.
2. Dan Robert
Dan Robert's 317 vote win over
his opposition in this year's
WLUSU/WLUSP elections
makes him number 12 on our list
of Top Newsmakers.
'Things are great," replied
Robert when asked how things
are going since he's been elected.
'I'm very excited."
After winning the February 3
election, Robert has already
begun work on his term. 'With
Steve's expertise and my energy
we've been able to get a lot of
projects started."
Robert ran on a platform
focusing on increased bursaries
and scholarships and Terrace
Food Court renovations.
The summer will be a time for
planning as 3rd Floor renovations
of the Fred Nichols Campus
Centre get underway and
WLUSU offices are shifted to
residences. 'It'll change the
office relationships for the sum-
mer," says Robert. "But the
excitement for the new offices
will be there too"
The Learning Commons that
Robert proposed have slowly
been started, as improvements to
the services are the first step in
the process and a building,
Robert thinks, won't be realistic
for another five years.
13. Women's Lacrosse
Due in large part to an unkind
schedule that saw the women's
lacrosse team make their first
appearance on home field in late
October, the Hawks flew under
the radar for most of their 2004
season, but they were still able to
grab the number 13 spot in the
Top 20 Newsmakers.
When the Hawks played in
University Stadium for the first
time, they sat in first place with
an 8 - 0 record, playing second-
ranked Brock, for first place and
home field advantage for champi-
onship weekend.
The women would play an
uncharacteristic game, lose 9-8,
endure the wrath of some nega-
tive press and head to St.
Catharines to make right. After
squeezing past McMaster in the
semifinals, the Hawks avenged
the only blemish of their season,
with a 8 - 6 victory over the
Brock Badgers, good for the
Provincial championship.
Erica Howard was named
league MVP, while Lisa
Fotopoulos and Jenna
McCoubrey along with Howard
were named to the Ontario All-
- team.
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n\ Shinerama
Although they were about 600
students lighter than the year
before, Laurier's first-year stu-
dents, ice-breakers and other vol-
unteers raised and impressive
$170 000 for Cystic Fibrosis in
the fall of 2004; that puts them at
14 for the Top 20 Newsmakers of
the year.
In February, the Canadian
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
(CCFF) awarded Laurier with its
highest honour, "best overall
campaign." The presentation took
place at the Waterloo Tennis Club
where WLU MBA students had
organized a tennis tournament to
raise even more for CCFF.
Fifty-seven universities in
Canada are involved in
Shinerama, making it our coun
try's biggest post-secondary
fundraiser. It all started at our lit-
tle school back in 1961, when we
were still called the Waterloo
Lutheran University. Since 1978,
Laurier students have raised, in
total, over $1.25 million for
Cystic Fibrosis.
Last year, the $183 000 dol-
lars raised by Laurier's double
cohort group of first-years set a
record that has yet to be broken;
Laurier hopes to top that number
in the fall of 2005.
5. Sue Horton
Much like a miniature Rae Review solely for Laurier, staff and stu-
dents had a chance to participate in a townhall-style meeting on
October 19 which was co-ordinated by Susan Horton, Laurier's Vice
President: Academic. Horton's Century Plan initiative gives her the
number 15 spot on the Top 20 Newsmakers.
More accurately described as a six-year plan. Horton's Century
Plan aims to set a series of goals to be reached based on die input of
the people that participated at the planning meeting of Horton's new
initiative.
"Laurier is in a process of transition," said Horton, explaining that
input from staff and students alike was important as it would affect the
quality of Laurier's student and educational services.
'[Its important for students to get involved] because you'll have
an input for what happens in the future for Laurier students," said
Horton, who is hopeful that the feedback from the planning session
will give the University administration an idea of how well Laurier is
doing from a student perspective.
6. K-Os
K-Os returned to Laurier almost
three years after his first show
here, with both a bigger band and
a bigger audience. K-Os holds the
number 16 spot in the Top 20
Newsmakers. Playing the Turret
rather than Wilf's this time
around, K-Os and his band,
including drums, bass, keyboards,
guitars and turntables, entertained
an enthusiastic crowd. He per-
formed songs off of his two
albums. Joyful Rebellion and
Exit. including recognizable sin-
gles like "Crabbuekit", "B-Boy
Stance" and "Heaven Only
Knows" and also mixed in sounds
from artists like Wu Tang Clan,
Pink Floyd, Bob Marley and De
La Soul.
K-Os was nominated for a
Grammy for Best Dance
Recording for his guest spot on
"Get Yourself High" by the
Chemical Brothers, but lost to
'Toxic" by Britney Spears. He is
also nominated for three Juno
awards, which will be handed out
on April 3.
1 7. Referenda Pushers
The vast number, magnitude and
success of this year's
WLUSU/WLUSP election refer-
enda questions is what makes it
number 17 on the list of Top 20
Newsmakers.
Next year's student body will
have access to Grand River
Transit as a $40 per semester
mandatory fee that was passed
with the help of J.D. Muir's "yes"
campaign, and will give students
unlimited access to bus services
in the area.
"WLUSU needs braces" was
Vice-President: Human
Resources Mark Walhout's
favorite line during election time
as his "Yes" campaign for a $120
dental plan increase that students
can opt out of was also passed.
In addition to these two
increases, Jordan Jocius' "yes"
campaign for WLUSP also got
the vote for a fee increase of
$1.50.
Also among the passed refer-
enda questions was a change in
by-law 23 which could see co-op
students have the chance to vote
via phone or e-mail.
0. Brantford
The Brantford campus had a mix of headlines over the past year, and
so they are number 18 on The Cord's Top 20 Newsmakers.
First making headlines when safety issues were raised during
Orientation Week in early September. Four major areas were
addressed: increasing police presence downtown, banning dogs in
Victoria Park, decreasing illegal activities in the park and improving
lighting and establishing security poles.
In early January, Laurier Brantford launched a journalism program
in connection with Mohawk College. The new program will enable
students to gain practical experience and the necessary skills.
Ryan Duncan, a WLUSU presidential candidate from 2004, was
terminated from his position as Foot Patrol Coordinator on November
11. Duncan was accused both of telling students that it was acceptable
to drink in the Foot patrol office and of possessing marijuana during a
shift and showing it to students who were getting a ride home.
9. Medler/Melis/McGuffin
Some of the biggest news events of last year: the beating of a UW stu-
dent by two Laurier football players and the convoluted shooting
involving another Laurier football player quietly and calmly conclud-
ed this year. With their cases somewhat closed, Jeffrey Me lis, Stephen
Ryan McGuffin and Derek Medler take home the 19th spot in the Top
20 Newsmakers.
Former Laurier Football players Melis and McGuffin were both
sentenced to a year of house arrest in early November of 2004.
Melis and McGuffin were charged with aggravated assault which
stemmed from a 2003 beating of a fourth-year optometry student from
UW.
Medler, a former running back for Laurier's football team received
an 18-month conditional sentence on October 7 for his role in a com-
plex shooting plot which involved an attack on a drug dealer that
Medler had a debt of $17,000 with.
Medler was originally charged with forcible confinement, pointing
a firearm, possession of a prohibited loaded firearm and possession of
a dangerous weapon. He pled guilty to the lesser sentence of being an
accessory after the fact to attempted murder.
20
.
Anonymous Shitspreader
On September 6 what seemed a
minor infraction escalated into a
protracted campaign of fecal-
related crime. As a result of the
rash of feces-crimes, 'the Laurier
Shitspreader" is The Cord's num-
ber 20 Top Newsmaker.
Now heralded as infamous,
the Shitspreader has appeared in
numerous security reports from
the beginning of the academic
year to the most recent reports
received, many of which can be
seen in the Grand Theft Auto:
Laurier featurette on page 4.
Always with the same modus
operandi the Shitspreader left the
distinctive mark of fecal matter
spread across washrooms and
classrooms, sometime accompa-
nied with instances of graffito.
The exact nature of the
Shitspreader is shrouded in mys-
tery. it is unknown if the
Shitspreader is male, female or
some admixture of the two. It is
currently unknown if any of the
reported incidents are the actions
of one or many copycats, it mere-
ly feeds the confusion surround-
ing the enigmatic Shitspreader.
Jordan Jocius
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as April 05 - Sept.'os. those friends who've I haven't gotten the £, W*JP r-A , »
chance to hang out with in a while...thats not fll .: I mP*!
Amazing Summer Sublet cool.
(mBbS .jilSil 3 JHSI I ' '-ftm,-M
May 1 - August 31. 3 rooms available
at
Thank
you
to Angela for sharing an office with me. It's
______ „„
Noecker and Regina Too floor (penthouse), — - ■ '
~
ITT ] J been an absolute pleasure and I aef.nite'y owe you a '"Tlth Wir^-
A Grab-bao of Production Platitudes mfk W %j
f1d7540(a)
I the Board for being very supportive of us and our work. n . J1
I Well, four years of writing, producing, interviewing, saving, Photoshopping, PDring. propagandizing.
Thank
you to
the managers: Greg, Erin and of course, BL
N ri a Suhlptpr"? laughing,cussing, chanting,
drinking and enjoying The Cord have come down to this, a ridiculously big 4x4 Amy for saving the dayts). Our army of writers, colum-
■ Inr a nlaro space to fill with shout-outs Yes, I'm coming back next year, but there is
still reason to be sentimental rusts, photographers,production assistants, copy edi-
In
C hip (mm W npr m If vou're
Alongside the generation of Cord staff that are retiring this year.
I've grown into the semi-responsible adult tors and cartooni sts are truly dedicated and none of
Iwnn
tn
It
n, t v„nr nlarP fnr the Fall
that s°mehow finds himself soon to be in charge of a newspaper. I began this year an absolute mess, and the
pages
wou|d be without them . THANK YOU.
Term gma j| linss97o@wlu ca With details.
now at i,s end 1 m better than ever '
have everyone
at The Cordto ,hank f°rthat.
Many tharlks to my oytside supporters including my family, my closest friends
1 — :
,^ J
. , Sarah. Caitlin and Arden, my HUBlets. the OneCard staff especially Nick. Tanya W 11
BEST SUBLET EVER
WLUSP SHOUTS" OUT: Flrst of a " ,O Wilbur !or h'""9 35 lnle™
,lonal many moons ago and
wonderfully laid back roommates Myles and Marni (I m gonna . i
L I ouduci evcr\.!...!
for some reason believing
in me ever since. Ananthan, Rames, Miranda, Janet. Sydney, Sarah and
' ' ' =
'Jfek.
2 minutes from campus Mjke tha ,lks for putting ljp wjth my ,ndlscret,ons and forging a great p duction team Bryan, you really are
m,ss Vou> and ast ut ™1311^.
ni*'ei^lo
'°*® °112 YSt® 9 ' '
cheap cheap cheap- $$$ price negotiable the all-around good guy' that you proclaimed yourself to be in the first issue of the paper, and a damn good
consider myself pretty darn lucky. Sorry about the Wook breath
Park/basketball courts/football field in yard editor to boot. Everytime I challenged you, my expectations were exceeded. I expect once-a-month visits Finally,
to my EditorialBoard.
It started with
you,
and each week you have gone
You'd be an idiot not to check this out.
next year.
Carlii! for staying friends with me despite my continued belligerence. I guess it all started with above my expectations and wowed me with your talents and creativity.
Thank
you JH
EMAIL: pinc676o@wlu.ca "Carly's OK" and has never really ended. I promise to try and be nicer next year, while I'm sober at least. for your
hard work. I will miss you all dearly. It ends with you.
— 'Pril, you're the sweetest girl I think I've ever met, but also oneof the brightest. I don't know too many peo- - Congratulations and
best of luck. CH
Summer Sublet pie I could be spend an entire week with and not get sick of, but you're one of them. If you ever want to
May 1 - August 31, 2005. 263 Hazel Street. 2 talk bridal fashion or dove-releasingfor your wedding, holla atcha boi. You're going to do a great job next
year old house with 5 available rooms. 2 full year. I know you'll do Mesley proud. Fraser, for understanding my inappropriate sense of humour and
bathrooms. Laundry facilities and parking. 2 being equally insensitive to social norms. Also for doing an assload of production work, we're not going to _
minute walk to WLU. $400/month. $350 realize how much you do until you're gone. Pinchy, for continually suprising me in a variety
of ways. Kris,
—
Canada's Fastest Growing Franchise is
group
rate. Both prices are negotiable! Call for showing me up in history class and carrying on the legacy of brilliant
int'l editors. Colin for the inspira-
-883-9368 tional family crest tatoo, I'm considering one now. Jenn, you were
the only one on the Ed. Board this term 0 IV I A / I I "T* "T* IV I^*l
from our rookie season as editors in'o2-03, it was great to have another surly veteran around. Bryn and " IVJ 112 J \/l/ I I IVI/**!
Roommate wanted family, you're probably getting
sick of us whining about the retreat, so I'll just say to Bryn's parents that ■jgfZJjSg-: I » V I I •
Looking for one roommate for next year. Big you
have an extremely talented son that I plan to exploit to the fullest next year. Finally a muchisimas gra-
rnnm in basement of house with two
cias to Caitlin for being a great predecessor and giving me free production reign throughoutthe year. IMMF. Coming SOOH T0...
kitchens, bathrooms, family rooms, parking,
OUTSID
f
E °
h
F ™E iNSULAR WLUSPSPHERE: I first have to thank my^o^who
.first
engaged
me
Corner of King & University
frpp bi in*., licipc ™ fpmoioc .vpimL Pall to write for the International section on that
fateful Launer Day four years ago. Your boundless enthusiasm
'
WM ™
welcome
-
Call
for prodding my ambrtion has always paid off even if it annoyed the hell out of me, it's taken some time for
(AcrOSS 112 rom WLU A+hle+lC Center)
asK ror iviegan.
me (Q rea |ize (hat A|so to my da(j who |S the most ridiculous person I know, which is saying a lot, but I Next to Pizza Pizza
~
7
-
: wouldn't have it
any
other
way, you're the best. Mel, I may not understand you, but you're cool nonethe- Xjp
1 roommate needed for 05-0b school year
less. Leo and Mike, for not being the members of a shady asian triad like I oncethought and being my go- ■ C» nWm»nt in Mm P/Tnn F/T
One of the best accommodations available!
(0 beat buddjes and grea( a ||.aro
a
und friends - I'll miss the ridiculously late nights and early morning break-
W» 112 112t Employment Starting
m ay or /
Newer addition to 298 Spruce St. First house
C | ub s next year. The guys ofWillison 2A North and Bernie Lee, I'll never forget you for all the wrong Fox
Resume to 746.3813
on Spruce - closest to WLU. Huge kitchen, reasons. Finally, a big thank you to all my dedicated shouts-out readers. I'll neverfully understand why W
™
<
Email: kwboosterjuiceogmail.com
living room, 2 bathrooms, 5 large bedrooms, you'd want to read my cliquey drivel on a weekly basis, but it's touching in a weird sort of way. I promise s e- Phone 580,7171 or 404.1927
large windows & closets, fenced backyard, next year, you'll get your chance, and I'll keep on writing these odd endnotes, evenat 6:29am, as I'm
<5 SmOOti1
patio, garage. Free water, laundry & parking. doing now. So that's it It's over. This was the swansong, the 'uno mas', and I hope you enjoyed it. So until
Call now: 746-3731. Email: maryellen- next time, have a great summer, stay safe, be cool, watch ChappelleShow, listen to Common's new album,
rents@rogers.com support Barcelona and eat Hamburger Helper. I'm going to see Queens of the Stone Age, I'M OUT! - BC
8 month lease —
260 Sunview, 2 rooms available Sept/05 -
April/06. Spacious Large backyard, |
free laundry/parking, 2 kitchens, 3 bath-
'
rooms, 2 common rooms. Less than 1 min. ■ ,
I _J • 1 I ri I I >T >1 i|T«
walk to WLU. $415/month plus utilities. |k |
I •I I Bj-H fV I I
Now Renting ■^'rlTllil
Across from Mall. 8 month lease possible. 15 /SHfe.
min. walk from WLU. Available Sept. 1 Free _
SE'S&IrnSS CT/-\r Cont Buy your
airfare and Insurance*
ed contact Melissa or Justin al 519-821-0822 PUI OCUI Uj |0 Europe - We'll give the
HEY YOU! Out there in the cold? |j
■
v
''«&• •
Then you should subletl From May - August nriraand oat Al I thic ctuff
only $222/month or best offer (plus utilities). P
rlC® 31,11 S®l **1.1. iniiSIUII
166 A Weber St. N (at Weber and Marshall),
m
_
,
M
SBA\°^:z- i
Waterloo Off-Campus Housing
,or
FREE! while SupZ™ ast! |
female (couples welcome). Spacious room, /g jg g M ft |P|
large closet space, large kitchen, fully fur- M Al\§ m M M tmJ I ~I
nished, laundry facilities. 6 minute walk to I WW m a m m mm §
grocery store. Call Erin at 519-885-6961 or
* *
email moorB6Bo@wlu.ca
Roommate wanted!
I■ ■
B J J J
Space for 1 person. $425/month plus utilities. W 112 I ■ m K." U| mu M E ~|l Tsß
Located at 348 Spruce Street, about a 5 II I I 111 \M M|II II l« H>| pp[ i plus you coulcf^H
from campus. \Ji I I I H \JP I V I V\o S I ia|ak | ■ V
bathrooms, kitchen & living room. Free laun- m -^—JllAf I JVi I
dry facilities and dishwasher. Nonsmoker a ■nJ
J J WW lIW • Bt
necessity. Please contact Candace. Andrea,
___
■■ 1 9 9
•
. IB ttj 9 your flight lo jFm
or Kelly at 519-883-9567 or email cabern- I 111 »J I I 81l ■■4 IS I I I|| ■ ■ K Euraoe
er@hotma.com || dII If llUUSI I I Ij '
Help wanted for Summer
What do you usually do when you have four
hours of free time? Socialize. Watch a movie. 110 (cf)
Read a book. Exercise. Daydream. Night llClOl Uo
clubbing. Volunteer. We all have busy lives
these days -we work, we got to school, we ..,,. fl « » u->4-1 a i/\ aU />
provide childcare, we socialize etc. WWW.rOriIWOCn.COrn J I WLU, Fred Nichols Campus Centre
sometimes it seems that we just do not have I '
I 75 University Avenue West, 3rd floor H
-7/1-7 -7n~7n I Waterloo, (519)886-8228or ■
IS operated by Ihe Canadian Mental Health /4 l - / / O I 1 Toll Free: 1-888-FLY CUTS (359-2887)
Association provides supportive
de-escalation HHHHBIIII^PHHHHI^^B^HHHP^I
for people living in the Waterloo region. a »T i \ T i I ■ L
Volunteers receive training in listening skills, ————| y m \ £ lSfaijSW
lSSMsiK3r!Accommodation for over 400 students I ■ —
on-going supervision and feedback. If this
-
° I - i^uro^e'» ji j uio.iuauiv n itiKpru-.inteu' B.Mibl Ctiuinbia.
sounds like the volunteer job for you, please
MWrnrnMnmtm*nmMinßi4nPmMmnmtmamnmnnMnirmiirmim\nnwmmi
contact Joanne Martin at 744-7645, ext. 300
Student Life
FoodforThought
CheapExamats
LAURIE SADOWSKI
Food Critic
Don't rely
on left over Kraft
Dinner in your cupboard,
check out these establishments to
satisfy your hungry palette during
exam time when money's run-
ning low.
It's the end of the year and
everything seems to be running
out - time, money, sanity. You're
starving but you're poor, busy or
too tired to cook. You don't want
to jeopardize your health and be
malnourished but the only chef in
your house is Boyaredee, and you
don't even have time to nuke
him.
Fear not, I have sought out
three establishments to help get
you through the last shrug of
school, be it for quick eats, a
meal with friends or a nice study
environment.
The Atmosphere
A very friendly location with fan-
tastic, knowledgeable staff.
Greetings to every customer as
they walk through the door. Very,
very clean. Bright environment.
The Food
Fantastic! Five out of five fudgi-
cles. Quick Sandwiches special-
izes in creating the equivalent of
a 12 inch sub (meats, cheese and
veggies), on your choice of seven
freshly-baked-that-morning
breads (ranging from wraps to
multigrain). The meats, cheese
and bread are all freshly cut daily.
Unlike most sub places, you're
getting fresh fillings without all
of the extra, stodgy breads.
Classic sandwiches run from
$3.99 - $5.79. Specialty sand-
wiches run from $5.69 - $7.79.
Breakfast is also available.
I ordered a Smoked Turkey
sandwich and chose cheddar
cheese (a choice from four selec-
tions), and my companion tried
the Rib Eye. Both were very fresh
and delicious. Each sandwich
comes with a huge deli pickle.
The Drinks
Like any sub place varieties of
Coke products are available.
The Study Ambience
We took our time and chatted to
the owners and some customers
for awhile. No one was eager to
get rid of anyone. The tables
weren't full but there was a con-
stant flow of customers. A little
noisy to study in the restaurant,
but definitely a great place to
grab a sandwich to go.
The Wallet
Don't fret! Quick Sandwiches is
wallet friendly. Their classic
sandwiches go as low as $3.99.
The Highlights
Breakfast is available for those
early morning classes. You can
use those extra dollars up on your
OneCard here. Delivery is avail-
able for those cozy in their pj's
studying in the home. A group of
you? Order five or more sand-
wiches and delivery is free.
The Atmosphere
Quiet cafe. Many people were
already studying. Comfortable
booths and chairs. Cell phones
were not permitted and everyone
was talking at a lower volume.
Quite clean, with a glowing fire-
place warming the room. The
staff was very uninformed and
did not know a lot of the answers
to our questions. The manage-
ment, however, cleared things up.
The Food
Very small menu. Two soups of
the day, a couple salads and sand-
wiches, and a Build Your Own
Sandwich option. Waffles, break-
fast, ice cream and desserts were
also available.
We tried the bean and barley
soup ($3.25), a large serving of
hot soup, perfect for the cold
weather. It was light, flavourful,
and tasted mucho of beer. We
sampled the warmed curry potato
salad ($8). Well worth the price,
this salad included chicken, shal-
lots, scallions, wilted spinach
aioli, chilli oil and curry. The aro-
mas were as great as it tasted,
although the potatoes were slight-
ly undercooked. Very rich. We
opted for the grilled vegetable
sandwich ($7), which consisted
of zucchini, peppers, eggplant,
red onions, sundried tomato
vinaigrette, mozzarella cheese,
all on a grilled ciabatta. The veg-
gies were perfect tender-crisp,
and the sandwich was very
flavourful, however the ciabatta
was quite dry. I have, however,
sampled a similar item upstairs at
Barley Works, and love it, so per-
haps it was an off day in the
kitchen.
We also built our own sand-
wich ($5.95). A huge array of
options (from salmon to meatball
to steak), we chose turkey on
whole wheat, all the toppings
available (hot peppers, onion,
cucumbers, lettuce, tomato,
olives), with Dijon mustard and
roasted red peppers. Very deli-
cious, a huge highlight being the
real, not processed turkey. The
bread however, was not up to par,
and I would definitely get it toast-
ed next time.
We sampled the Italian
Cheesecake ($5) for dessert,
which came with a choice of fruit
topping. The cheesecake had a
custard texture and tasted of
lemon and coconut. Good, not
great. Many of the other dishes
looked very appealing.
The Drinks
Tea is only $1.30 for a pot, so my
companion and I each chose one
and enjoyed. Her honeybush
brew needed some added honey,
but had a nice flavour and we
thoroughly enjoyed the Dry
Desert Lime. Their extensive
drink list is impressive and we
definitely are going back to sam-
ple some of their liquored up hot
cocoas. The coffees range from
$ 1 -$3.50
The Study Ambience
Because of the quiet mood, low
music and the fact that we took
our time and were not rushed
were positive study points.
Various coffees and teas at great
prices could have kept us there
much longer.
The Wallet
All under $3, teas and coffees
were a good deal. The desserts
were a little steep, but the mod-
estly priced build your own sand-
wich at $5.95, plus only $1 extra
for a side of salad or fries is a
great meal to compliment small
budget.
The Highlights
Complimenting the quiet atmos-
phere is a warm, burning fire-
place. Their gourmet selection
(croissant, waffles, et cetera) are
a nice plus for an early morning
venture.
The Atmosphere
Quiet in the afternoon, television
going. At night, it becomes a lit-
tle louder with music playing.
Many students. Comfortable
booths and tables. Small restau-
rant environment. Very nice and
helpful staff.
The Food
We tried the Salted Squid ($6.99).
A generous portion of huge
pieces of fried squid, just salty
enough, with no remnants of oil
or grease. We also opted for the
Set Course, an option for $18.99
for two people (also available for
four or six). Jt came with a huge
serving of hot and sour soup, by
far the largest portion (enough for
three bowls each), and very
authentic and delicious. Huge
chunks of pork, vegetables and
tofu made it almost a stew. We
also had our choice from a wide
variety of dishes: we chose
Cashew Chicken and Ginger
Onion Beef. Both included large
servings of said meat, tender and
well marinated. The chicken
included perfectly sauteed celery,
carrots, peas and crunchy
cashews. The beef was accompa-
nied by green onions, with a sat-
isfying amount of ginger. The
meal deal also included two large
portions of rice. The combination
of the appetizer and set course
was huge, and could have easily
fed three people.
The Drinks
Hence their name, they specialize
in Bubble Tea. Choices include
original, Milky Bubbles, Bubble
Chillin' (similar to a slushie),
Fresh and Fruity (a pure fruit
smoothie), and Hotties (hot bub-
ble tea). Ranging from $2.49-
$3.49, they are a must-try. We
sampled the Green Apple Bubble
Tea (original), with a nice tart
taste, the Taro Milky Bubble,
reminiscent of cookies and cream
pudding, and a mango Fresh and
Fruity, which was very thick, yet
satisfying. Difficult to describe
bubble tea exactly, I highly rec-
ommend you give them a whirl.
The Study Ambience
During the afternoon, it's a great
place to chill out with a well
priced (and filling) lunch and a
cool drink.
The Wallet
Prices are great and the amount
of food you get is substantial.
They also have lunch specials
ranging from a modest $4.49-
$5.99.
The Highlights
Cheap beers and cheap combo
nights (wings and beer). A num-
ber of interesting teas. Authentic,
delicious, non-greasy Asian cui-
sine - one of the best in the area.
All three restaurants hit your
tastebuds in a different way.
Whichever your mood, check
them out to relax and eat well
during your last few weeks in
Waterloo.
Caitlin Howlett
Quick Sandwiches gets five out of five stars for its fast eats.
Contributed Photo
Cafe 1842 has an array of selections for the student to choose
from.
Contributed Photo
Bubble Tea is a unique place for students to enjoy a glass and study.
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Student life: first year to fourth
The Cord gets the opinion of four students going
through each year of university; it's student life
Brittany Howlett
Ashley Rose
John Meddick
Jennifer Asselin
1 st year - Feelin' it
It
feels pretty weird that my first
year of university is almost
over. Second year will be a lot
different.
There are things that I look
forward to and those that I will
miss. I look forward to living in
my own place with a
few friends
and being completely indpen-
dent. I'll have to pay my own
bills, rent, get groceries, actually
do some cleaning, etc.
On the other hand, living in
residence has been an awesome
experience. I'm going to miss
having all my friends live right
down the hallway, plus all the
good times hanging out and stay-
ing up late, not to mention all of
our random crazy activities.
It's also going to suck to have
to actually get up early to get to
class on time, rather than contin-
ue my current habit of waking up
10 minutes before class.
And then there are classes;
first year was so general. I'm
really looking forward to having
my classes more specific in their
contents and being able to focus
on exactly what I want. Although
there will probably be a lot more
work to do.
So all in all I'm pretty anxious
about next year. I'm totally psy-
ched about living in my own
place, but not so much about
leaving behind all the great
friends I made in residence. As
fun as first year was, I'm defi-
nitely ready for a little more inde-
pendence.
2nd year -1 dunno
Wait, what do you mean there are
only four days left of classes!? It
can't be true! By now I was sup-
posed to know what I wanted to
do with my life, wasn't I?
I'm sure I'm not the only one
out there finishing up second
year
without a clue as to what I
want to do with my degree, at
least I hope I'm not. When I
came to university last year I def-
initely thought that by now I
would know what to do when I
was done with my four years. But
now, I'm more confused than
ever. I'm half way done, only
two more years left here and
if I
had my way, I'd be a Laurier
Lifer.
In first year it's okay to bomb
a couple of tests and maybe an
assignment because you are
quickly assured by everyone that
life is not over. In second year,
the earth shakes a little more, but
you say to yourself, there's
always next time. But in third
year there is no room for mis-
takes, yes, you must be perfect.
Third year determines
whether you get into fourth year,
which to me leads to grad school.
Don't even get me started about
grad school.
I mean, I have walked by the
booths and grabbed some pam-
phlets about this and that, but I
haven't actually sat down with
them and plotted my future. I
kept thinking as I haphazardly
threw each new copy into ray
growing dusty stack that I had
time. But where has time gone?
Shouldn't I know by now?
"What are you going to do
when you graduate?" has become
one of the most hated questions
for me.
As I reply with my "I don't
really know" answer they seem
to just stare blankly back at me.
Yes, I realize I'm paying thou-
sands of dollars for "I don't
know."
At least I'm enjoying myself
here until I figure it out. I just
hope that I know what I'm doing
by this time next year; otherwise,
I'm going to really start stressing
out!
3rd year - Over the hump
Finishing third year means get-
ting over the hump, it's all down-
hill from here. It's safe to assume
at this point that you've managed
to jump all the major hurdles this
school has had to offer. That final
fourth year is all that stands in the
way of us and the real world. At
least I certainly hope so.
After facing a workload of
unprecedented quantities this
year, I can't possibly imagine
anything being busier; or maybe
we still need to prepare for one
last leap.
At least I can say with confi-
dence that third year has proved
to be the transition year between
partying every night and some-
where along the lines of not at all.
Thursday nights at the bar have
been lost and Fridays and
Saturdays now also seem to be
slipping away to the rigors of
studying.
Breaks from the stress of
school often come in the form of
worrying about the future.
By third year most students
have reached the point where
they either know where they want
to go or are beginning to panic,
and with only fourth year left, it
can feel like time is running out.
Some major, life-altering deci-
sions need to be made soon.
Despite this, it's these times in
our life that we're going to look
back on as some of the best ever.
Compared to future years
ahead, the present seems some-
what carefree and there is still
one last insurance year to enjoy
being relatively immature.
4th year - Peace, I'm out
So this is what it feels like.
Fourth year has come and almost
gone and I'm sitting here won-
dering where the time disap-
peared.
As a fourth year going into
the real world I realize that
although I'm sad about leaving
WLU, it's time.
I've got a bad case of
"senioritis" as I go from class to
class wondering when the hum-
drum will end. I've got into grad
school already so all I really have
to do is keep my grades consis-
tent and leave with a smile on my
face and come June 1, I'll grab
my diploma and say goodbye to
life at WLU.
Wow, that just put it all into
perspective, didn't it? Don't get
me wrong; I liked this place, I
spent four years volunteering for
this paper and met many new
people. I also volunteered for
WLUSU (it's not as bad as it
sounds) and I spent many a long
night studying in the Concourse.
I've been part of the WLU High
gossip (yes we're dating) and
I've also been ridiculed for what
I've written in this very section.
After of all of these experi-
ences though, things are getting a
little dull around here and I'll be
excited to move on come
September whether that be in
another province or just another
city. I'm ready to close the chap-
ter on Waterloo and this part of
not only my university education
but the education of life. I'm
ready to explore new possibilities
and take chances on my own -
things that I wasn't ready for four
years ago.
Until then, however, I'll
count down the minutes of each
of my last classes and when
2:2opm approaches on Tuesday
afternoon and my last class has
come to a close, I will breathe a
sigh of relief and smile at the
possibilities that lie ahead.
Vocal Cord
Who annoys you the most and why?
BARB ROUSSELLE
FOURTH YEAR
ENGLISH
"Creepy men at
Phil's and Matt
because he thinks
he is hot... ok, fine,
yes Matt, you are!"
RICK HAWTHORNE
SECOND YEAR
ENGLISH
"Carrot Top,
because the world
is full of enough
vegetables that I
don'tlike."
CHELSEY LAIRD
SECOND YEAR
POLITICAL SCIENCE
'People from
Laurier Brantford...
bah...."
MATT WEBER
FOURTH YEAR
HISTORY/ENGLISH
"'Gordino the Great
because he always
goes chark shash-
ing without me.
Eugh! EughP
ROB WHITFIELD
SECOND YEAR
PHILOSOPHY
"Alex Goulet,
because he tells me
to shut up."
SAM BAPTISTE
FOURTH YEAR
POLITICAL SCIENCE
"The breadand
milk companies
whoconspire
against us with
quick expiry dales.
Shit, how am I
supposed to finish
a loafof bread in 2
days?'
Horoscopes
Happy Birthday Aries (Mar.2l-Apr.i9)
When going out and having fun tiy not
to be favourable to one group of friends
over another. Everyone wants to spend
time with you on your birthday, so do
your best to make time for air of your
friends.
j libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22) '/ !
If you are thinking about a close friend,
or partner a lot your situation with him
or ner will soon be resolved. Don't let
issues in the past effect the future.
Things are going to be getting better
over the next while.
Luckiest day: April 3
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) || | f||||
Even if you are unsure about what you
are working towards you must keep
going until all of your work is finished.
Your rewards will soon be coming to
you. Your hard work has not gone
unnoticed. Focus on your goals.
Luckiest day: March 31
Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec. 21)
*
If you are feeling down, try and do
something you did when you were
younger. Looking back to a simpler
time may help you to unwind and it may
put your current situation into perspec-
tive also. Now is the time to relax.
Luckiest day: March 30
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) m
You can soon start to enjoy the rewards
of all your hard work. Any extra effort
you've put into your duties will soon
pay off. Take the time and enjoy this
time of rest. A busier time is not too far
off.
Luckiest day: March 30
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
No matter what you are going through
someone around you wilT be nappy to
support you. You have many
friends
who want to spend time with you, so
when you have the opportunity a night
out on the town is recommended.
Luckiest day: April 3
Pisces (Feb. 19 Mar. 20) *
You are going to have to really look at
what you want
to do with your life and
follow that path closely. Don't be dis-
couraged if things don't go your way
right away. Good things take time.
Keep focussing on your goals.
Luckiest day: April 4
Aries (Mar. 2 I-Abr I9) §. €)' 1
■ ■■■
You are going to have to monitor your
finances closely. Don't splurge on any-
thing for the next while. An unexpected
expense could leave you scrambling to
make ends meet. Make sure you budg-
et everything properly.
Luckiest day: April 1
Taurus (Apr. 20-May 20)
WJm.
All of your hard work is starting to pay
off. Take the time to celebrate before
things get stressful again. You deserve
a rest. So take some time to do what
you want to do. Catch up on reading,
TV, or something else you've been
missing.
Luckiest day: April 5
Gemini (May 2 I-June 21) |
Be gracious when accepting gifts.
Someone really thinks you're special.
Do you best to make this person proud.
But, don't let anyone tell you how to run
your life. You know what you have to
ao, don't be bossed around.
Luckiest day: March 31
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
.
Things are out of your control now. If
you nave been working on something
for a long time and it doesn't seem to
be going anywhere, the bestthing to do
is start on something new. No progress
can be made until you change your
ways.
Luckiest day: April 1
Leo (July 23 August 22)
Conflict at the workplace could disrupt
plans, or put you in tne middle of some-
thing you don't want to be involved in.
The best thing to do is to try and work
through the situation as quickly as pos-
sible.
Luckiest day: April 2
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
-■ ''«1
Expect dramatic change in the next
while. Your perspective on things is
going to be totally different in the next
few weeks. Thereare some life lessons
to be learned so make sure you are
paying attention to the events going on.
Luckiest day: March 31
Daniel Roth is a Journalism gradu-
ate of Conestoga College and is cur-
rently a Communication Studies
student at Wilfrid Laurier. He has
studied Astrology and other topics
of that genrefor almost ten years.
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SHOWCASE
Know those ads that come on at 2am? No, not the porn,
the infomercials... Ziegler Discovers the store that has all
those TV products you could possibly want
SUSIE ZIEGLER
Staff Writer
From time to time we all find our-
selves zoned out in front of the
tube watching infomercials at 2
am. Well all those innovative and
miracle products are available to
consumers not under the influ-
ence of overzealous advertisers
or charge happy but instead, can
be found in the Fairview Mall
Kitchener in a store called
Showcase. The store sells "As
Seen On TV" products.
Lisa Glover, the store's man-
ager explains, "We used to be
only As Seen On TV, but because
a lot of the stuff is garbage, we
have to filter through it, so now
we carry As Seen On TV things
and other cool stuff."
Among the gadgets, they
carry all the necessities of a typi-
cal university student. Texas
Hold 'em TV poker, chips, poker
tables and slot machines. They
also have the much sought after
chia pets, including Shrek and
Garfield. What else could you
need?
The store also allows people
to request products they see and
try to order it into the store.
Glover says, "Sometimes the
request are crazy, like a golf club
that breaks if you don't swing
properly. It gets a bit hairy. They
may not be able to attain the orig-
inal so they try to get a similar or
private label."
A lot of the products they
carry follow the demand of the
consumer or current trends. Last
year they had a toy called the
Robosapien. It was built by a
Canadian robotist and titled the
number one toy by the Toy
Council. A lot of the stuff in the
store has that kind of unique
charm from body shaping under-
wear to the skwish pillows. They
have a blow dryer stand so you
can have hands free blow-drying
experience. Among their most
popular items, Glover claims
"Miracle Bullets [hand held
blender] right now and the casino
stuff."
All in all the experience at
Showcase was an interesting one.
Susie Ziegler
Have all of your "As Seen On TV" fantasies met at Showcase which carries all the products you need.
Student life Thanks...
|My Writers: Veronica, Jodi, Ashley, John. Christine Laurie S., Laurie V., Susie,
Jessica and Sarah, Als©, to anyone else who wrtfcWs&me point.
ilCfc \eS*- 10 \ V
iCopy Editors arid PA's: SgjcrsWanks.i|o Amy for editin|Wsdghout the year. Ananthan
I for always having of joke to &%.lk doing 'he dirty work most of
the time.
The Editors: Api»i you vtcie a great co-edite'|ast year and made news proud again.
Fraser - glad you Jtuilcd iv»in the
team. Wfa - brother. Carly - I
admire
you
for your #tyte you wili be u^t'year. Michelle - good luck
with the section next year, you'll be great. B.Shinn - you're just too damncute - thanks for
always having something to say. Kris - how do you get done so quickly? You're a machine
Colin - my partner in
crime. Brandon - for putting up with my whining, I can't wait to see
I you in charge. Caitlin- thanks for all your help for thepast few years, you truly are one of
[my role
models.
(others: The boy, Sam... thanks forall of those enlightening ''we're not fighting, we're dis-
cussing" conversations about WLUSUAVLUSP. Friends and roomies who put up with me.
Wilbur even though you think this is a waste of space... you make me Want to write bet-
ter. And Pike... for some unknown reason.
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SUMMER
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is presently JOBS
looking, for responsible/hardworking
Vi V
university or college students for;
Part-time Marketing Positions Jj?
(March/April)
fall-time Painting Positions
(May/Aspst)
aI v.jI 112 j. | L!«J^■■■^3
*when we do your taxes Not a valid coupon.
I
. —
student tax preparation.
Come in today or call I-800-HRBLOCK
Offer good at participating H&R Block offices in Canada, from February 1, 2005 to May 2, 2005. Pizza coupon given with any purchase of student tax preparation service at $29.95 per student. Pizza coupon valid for a medium one-topping pizza at participating Domino's locations.
—-—
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GRADUATING STUDENTS "11
AWARDS Of EXCELLENCE
If you know someone who embodies the spirit of Laurier,
why not consider nominating him or her for a Graduating Student Award of Excellence?
THE AWARDS
STUDENT OF THE YEAR
CRITERIA: The Student of the Year will be awarded to a student who has noticeably combined high academic
success and extra-curricular activities during their final year at Wilfrid Laurier University.
MALE & FEMALE ALUMNI AWARD
CRITERIA: The Male & Female Alumni Award is awarded to a male & female WLU student who has excelled in
a wide range of activities throughout their time at Laurier. The award will be presented to a nominee who has
furthered Laurier spirit and pride, made a difference on and / or off campus, and made a substantial contribution
to the life of the University, its students or the community. Nominees should show fair academic standing,
although academic achievement is not the ultimate determining factor.
GRADUATING CLASS PROFESSOR OF THE YEAR
CRITERIA: The Professor of the Year Award is awarded to a part-time or full-time faculty member
(Waterloo Campus) who demonstrates extraordinary dedication to undergraduate teaching and a commitment to
students and innovative teaching methods.
FOR MORE INFO & NOMINATION PACKAGES, VISIT
www.wlu.ca/gradparty [
ittrtb Haurter WLniittgfa
ts to certtfp tljat as a graduating Student pou are tnbtteb to:
GRAD PARTY
STEPPIN' OUT *05
CONVOCATION WEEKEND
Thursday, June 2, 2005
Join friends and fellow graduates
THE FLYING DOG
Tickets: $25 / prs. - $40 / couple
Cocktail Party & Reception: 8 ~ lOpuri
Grad Party: 10 = 2am
FOR MORE INFO VISIT
www.wlu.ca/gradparty
LAraRTER
BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE 2005 GRADUATION COMMITTEE & THE OFFICE OF ALUMNI RELATIONS
Sports
Beyond the juice: An MLB Preview
Hopkins takes
on the Majors,
predicts who
we'll see in
mid-October
MARK HOPKINS
MLB insider
American League
East: Red Sox
After winning their first title in
80-pius years, Boston will be
hungry to get back to the dance in
2005. They said goodbye to
Pedro Martinez and Orlando
Cabrera, but GM Theo Epstein
signed David Wells and Matt
Clement to fill out the rotation.
He also signed shortstop Edgar
Renteria to bolster their already
strong line-up. With a healthy
Curt Schilling, the Red Sox are
on their way to a division title.
Central: Twins
The Twins have won the Central
title in each of the last three years
but have not found much success
in the post-season. Expect more
of the same during the 2005 cam-
paign. Led by Johan Santana, the
starting rotation is one of the
strongest in the game. Also, the
revamped left side of the infield
will open many eyes and fill the
void created when Corey Koskie
and Christian Guzman left town.
West: Angels
With one of the strongest line-ups
in the American League, as long
as the Angels' pitchers keep them
in games, they should win the
West. Oakland and Seattle may
stick around for the first half of
the season, but Anaheim has a
well-balanced attack and a rota-
tion that is unspectacular, but
well above average. Steve Finley
and Orlando Cabrera will fit nice-
ly into their everyday line-up and
more than make up for the loss of
third baseman Troy Glaus to free
agency.
Wild Card: Yankees
Surprise, surprise. The Yankees
spent a ton of money in the off-
season. Randy Johnson, Jaret
Wright and Carl Pavano join the
starting rotation. Like them or
not, the Yankees one-through-
nine have an outstanding offen-
sive attack. However, the Red
Sox will edge out the Yankees in
the divisional race. The Yankees
are arguably better on paper than
last season, but they are relying
on some old legs to get them back
to the World Series. They will
likely finish with the second best
record in the American League.
National League
East: Marlins
It will be a four horse race to the
NL East title in 2005. Any one of
Florida, Atlanta, Philadelphia or
the Mets could take the division
without surprising many baseball
fans. However, we like the
Marlins. They added free agent
first basemen Carlos Delgado to
the middle of one of the most bal-
anced attacks in baseball. If Josh
Beckett can stay healthy and
anchor the starting rotation, the
Marlins have a great chance to
squeak out the division.
Central: Cardinals
Although they have some new
faces on their opening day roster,
St. Louis has the best team in the
Central by a long shot. David
Eckstein will replace Edgar
Renteria at shortstop, which is a
downgrade, but ace Mark Mulder
solidifies the pitching staff that
was already a strength for the
team. With a line-up of Walker,
Pujols, Rolen, and Edmonds two-
through-five in the batting order,
it's nearly impossible to justify
the Cardinals not winning the
pennant.
West: Dodgers
The NL West is wide open this
season. With Barry Bonds side-
lined for a lengthy period of time,
we'd like the Dodgers to repeat
as division winner. The loss of
Adrian Beltre will hurt, but off-
season acquisitions J.D. Drew
and Jeff Kent will pick up the
slack, assuming they are healthy.
Pitching is a strength for Los
Angeles. Although they don't
have a clear cut ace, all five arms
in the rotation are strong.
Rumour has it that GM Paul
DePodesta is looking for a catch-
er to bolster his line-up even fur-
ther.
Wild Card: Braves
Whenever you
think the Braves
will finally give in and fail to
make the post-season, they
always find a way to get in. That
is the simple basis of this wild
card prediction. Their division
title streak will end in 2005, but
their consecutive playoff streak
will continue. They do have a
few question marks in their line-
up,
but Atlanta has proven time
and time again that regardless of
who they lose, they get it done.
Contributed Photo
Expect nothing less than an ALCS featuring the Yankees and the BoSox with the winner set to face St.
Louis in the October classic.
The gospel according to Hopkins....
Personal Awards
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Cy Young
Johan Santana
LHP, Twins
MVP
Vladimir Guerrero
RF, Angels
Rookie
Dallas McPherson
38, Angels
Coach
Eric Wedge
Indians
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Cy Young
Mark Mulder
LHP, Cardinals
MVP
Albert Pujols
18, Cardinals
Rookie
JeffFrancis
LHP, Rockies
Coach
Bruce Bochy
Padres
Never the
bridesmaid,
never the
bride
Do you still like
baseball? Good
BRYAN SHINN
Ranee Mulliniks' lost son
If the Toronto Blue Jays'
favourite actor is not Billy
Murray it probably should be.
For the eighth year in a row, the
Jays are entering the season
without a chance in hell of
post-season play and welcom-
ing each other to another
groundhog's year.
With the playoffs a myth
thanks to Boston and New
York, the Jays are again shoot-
ing for third place in the AL
East with reason to be opti-
mistic.
After a dreadful 2004 cam-
paign, the Jays will look to
bounce back on the shoulders
of their stars. Ace Roy
Halladay, who was less than
impressive last year, must
rediscover his Cy Young form,
while Vernon Wells will need
to hit for average and power to
fill the gap left by Carlos
Delgado.
Helping the cause will be
newly acquired Shea
Hillenbrand and Manitoban
Corey Koskie, who will be the
first Canadian position player
to star regularly for the Jays in
25 years.
The acquisition of two third
basemen in Hillenbrand and
Koskie will send Eric Hinske
across the diamond to occupy
first base, which might be one
step away from a permanent
seat on the bench.
Soon-to-be all-star Orlando
Hudson will man second, while
rookie Russ Adams will be the
team's everyday shortstop.
Sophomore Alex Rios will
hope to improve on a solid
rookie campaign in the out-
field, along with Wells and a
Reed Johnson/Frank
Catalenotto platoon in right.
David Bush, Josh Towers
and Gustavo Chacin could all
find time in a Jays pitching
rotation led by Ted Lilly and
Halladay, while relief pitching
is shaping up to be, once again,
anything but that.
For fans, the more exciting
parts of the year are
found
beyond the team itself.
Ownership has recently
renamed" the concrete waste-
land The Rogers Centre, given
it new turf, new video screens
and promised to increase the
team's three-year payroll to
$210 million.
Don't expect to see the Jays
in late September, but pending
a relatively injury-free season,
the 2005 edition of the team
should be much better than last
year, or at
least not a total
embarrassment.
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Wrapping-up 04-05 like it was a tuna sandwich
The good...
BoSox and Team Canada top the
sporting world's positive press
Mike Brown
Next year's Sports
Greed
and barbarism:
arguably, the two criticisms
most often leveled against profes-
sional athletes in a society that
sometimes ascribes to them a sort
of demi-god status. Sadly, the
past few months have done little
but reinforce these grievances, as
the NHL lockout and the Malice
at the Palace - an incident that
saw Ron Artest and other
NBAers brawling with Detroit
spectators - have dominated the
news.
The unfortunate truth is that
the stories at the forefront of
sports media of late have been
quite negative, perhaps dispro-
portionately so. After all, the
2004-05 year has seen some
remarkably positive stories in the
games we love.
The ugly lockout aside,
Canada's favourite pastime has
been a source of much excite-
ment, particularly north of the
border. After it seemed that the
rest of the world had caught up in
terms of talent, Canadians once
again asserted our dominance on
the ice at the World Cup of
Hockey in early September.
The team, put together by the
beloved Great One, skated to a
perfect 6-0 record and downed
the Fins in an exciting 3-2 final,
giving drunken Canucks every-
where the chance to scream, cele-
brate and otherwise display our
elitist patriotism of the pond with
golden fervour.
We shouldn't forget
about Ichiro,
Armstrong, London
or Nash, either.
Gold was once again wel-
comed when the Canadian youth
contingent showed us that the
future of Canadian hockey is
secure at the World Junior
Championships in early January,
another time of lax academic
study conducive to cold brews
while watching the game.
Without trailing throughout the
tourney, Canada breezed past the
Russians with a 6 - 1 gold medal
victory that ended a frustrating
drought dating back to 1997.
The sports world has also
been kind to New Englanders
over the past months, as the Red
Sox exorcised their playoffs
demons in a thrilling stretch run
not soon to be forgotten and the
Patriots solidified an NFL
dynasty.
The Curse of the Bambino,
which has been haunting Bean-
towners like Bill Buckner since
1918, was finally broken, and in
particularly thrilling fashion no
less. Down 3 - 0 in the ALCS to
the prolific Yanks, Boston made
history. Overcoming a one-run
deficit in the ninth inning of
game four, the BoSox stormed
back to become the first team in
MLB history to win a series after
trailing three games to none.
They then made it eight straight
with a quick sweep of St. Louis to
end an 86-year drought as World
Series Champions.
The excitement continued in
New England as Tom Brady led a
very balanced Patriots squad to
their third Super Bowl title in
four years, a feat rivaled only by
the Dallas Cowboys of 1993-96.
The list of tremendous sports
stories goes on ad infinitum:
Ichiro's 262-hit season breaking a
record set in 1920, cancer sur-
vivor Lance Armstrong's sixth
straight Tour de France title, the
London Knights' 31-game
unbeaten streak, CHL record-set-
ting season and Steve Nash's
MVP calibre season taking a
mediocre Phoenix team to the top
of the NBA, to name but a few.
Amid all the scandals and sordid
affairs of high-paid half-wits, let
us not forget that they represent
the minority, and give due credit
to the glorious accomplishments
of those athletes that actually
deserve our attention.
And why Noam Chomsky's a moron
Bryan Shinn
History
I do not make a habit of taking on
Noam Chomsky. The respected
linguist, political activist and
educator tends to stay off my
radar mainly because he's a walk-
ing genius who talks in essay
form and eats conservative smart-
asses as an early-afternoon snack.
I've read his books (well, at
least the introductions), watched
his documentaries and found his
television interviews to be
exhaustingly brilliant. Although
Chomsky and I might find some
common ground when discussing
American foreign policy or
media ownership, things get
messy when it comes to sports.
Ladies and gentlemen, please
welcome the big man: "Sports
plays a societal role in engender-
ing jingoist and chauvinist atti-
tudes. They're designed to organ-
ize a community to be committed
to their gladiators."
Noamie. Chomsmeister. My
man, you're cutting me deep.
And I don't even know what jin-
goist means (although I'm led to
believe it's a medical inspection I
want no part of).
You're telling me you've
never left the confines of M.I.T.
to take in a Red Sox game with
33,000 baseball maniacs? You've
never revelled in the sheer beauty
of a last-second three, a short-
handed goal, a chip-in, a penalty
kick, a weak-side blitz or an all-in
bluff?
What about the Olympics?
Noam, the Olympics bring coun-
tries together. They are a good-
will model for international dia-
logue, a collective celebration of
modernity, diversity and athlet-
ics. Yes, steroids are often
involved, but very rarely are peo-
ple caught.
I know you founded
transformational-
generative grammar,
but Vince Carter
jumped over a dude
who was 7'2"
Oh, but it gets worse:
"[Sports] offer people something
to pay attention to that is of no
importance... It keeps them from
worrying about things that matter
to their lives."
But, it does matter; it matters
to me. I care that Morris Peterson
averages 10 less points on the
road and that Orlando Hudson
hits the ball better from the right
side of the plate. Yes, I see the
similarities between society's
obsession with sports and with
celebrity culture, but it's just so
damn appealing.
My idols are dumb as rocks -
I've accepted it. Some have been
accused of beating people sense-
less, and others would make a
strong case for Paris Hilton to be
a solid role model. They are, as a
whole, money-grubbing, drug
addicted and hateful people.
But they can throw a ball 100
mph, drive one 350 yards and
regularly toss it through a hoop
from 20 feet away. This impress-
es me. They are faster, stronger,
more aggressive and better look-
ing than I'll ever be.
Noam, you founded transfor-
mational-generative grammar,
but Vince Carter once jumped
over a dude who was 7'2", Joe
Carter hit a three-run homerun in
the bottom of the ninth to give the
Jays their second straight World
Series ring, and Tiger Woods,
well, he married a bikini model.
Greatness has many meas-
ures, and sports have more than a
few flaws. With my arts degree
almost in hand, I know the envi-
ronment, third-world debt or the
liberation of Iraq deserve my
attention, but all I'm looking for-
ward to is a 7:oopm tip-off time.
My life is simple. I want
sports.
The bad...
A plethora of idiots
cast dark shadow
on pro sport
Dan Polischuk
Next year's News
Welcome to the first annual 'I
Did It On Televison' awards gala,
where only the best of the worst
performances in *ahem* profes-
sional sports this past year will be
recognized. To begin our show,
we will now ask Ms. Nicollette
Sheridan to perform the opening
towel dropping... Now wasn't
that lovely everybody? Thank
goodness ABC didn't give us her
backup - John Madden.
It has come down to the
moment to introduce the nomi-
nees for best I.D.I.O.T. in 2004.
They are...
The NHL and NHLPA. Made
up of a disgusting cast starring
Gary Bettman and Bob
Goodenow, hockey fans in
Canada have been left to endure
the blatant lying and bickering by
either side over when the season
will begin as well as the hot air
being blown around by TSN
hockey 'experts' Bob McKenzie,
Glenn Healy and Brian Burke.
Pure genius!
Vince Carter. A riveting per-
formance in which, after acting
like a baby in front of fans in
Toronto, he grows up to be a
superstar in New Jersey wearing
the uniform of the even lowlier
Nets and begins starring in the
highlight reels he was once dom-
inated in as a Raptor.
Randy Moss. This year.
Randy pulled out two show-stop-
pers for everyone at home to
enjoy. The first was an impressive
bail-out on his teammates in the
waning moments of a loss to
Washington. He followed that up
with a 'cheeky' little routine after
scoring a touchdown during a
playoff game in Green Bay. To
celebrate the accomplishment, he
pretended to pull down his pants
for all the hometown Packer fans
to enjoy. What class!
Mark McGwire and Barry
Bonds. These two athletes teamed
up to produce an enlightening
performance over their possible
abuse of steroids - excuse me -
their obvious use of steroids.
McGwire's crying scene at the
Congressional hearings was so
good, one could actually see the
Juice in his tears. As for Bonds,
he was vintage Barry - just blam-
ing it all on the media. An all
McGwire's crying
scene was so good,
one could actually
see the juice in his
tears.
around solid showing.
And the winner is... Ron
Artest. When he was not rapping
lyrics for his new album, he was
rapping his fists on the heads of
fans during the 'Melee in
Michigan', which earned him the
vacation he had been wanting
earlier in the year; this came in
the form of a suspension for the
rest of the regular season.
Well, I see Kobe Bryant run-
ning out so I guess that must
mean we're off the hook for
another year. So until next time,
thanks again to everybody who
contributed to the show this year.
We look forward to continuing
coverage of many 1.D.1.0.T.-
filled years ahead.
Sports￿
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The hawk
list
HOCKEY PICTURES ARE BEAUTIFUL
Often considered the bane of a Sports Editor's
existence, hockey pictures, characterized by
their blurry, off-coloured, boring nature, arc
making a comeback. Students in the
Concourse were treated to an exhibition last
week, where one excited visitor, The Cord's
Production Manager Brandon Currie, was
snatching up as many photos as he could get
his grubby little hands on. "They're just so
stunning," said a tearful Cumie. Adding: "I
want to decorate my entire house with them."
CORD IS THE SHIT
After months of constant, unwarranted har-
ressment by The Cord's Editorial Board,
WLUSU President Steven Welker is having
the last laugh. Reports have surfaced that on
Thursday Night, the Editors gathered for a
"Carly's OK" party, which according to
Secuity Services, was a front for excessive
alcohol and drug abuse, not to mention shit-
smearing "They're like the Easter bunny of
the shit-spreading industry," said Welker. He
was right.
LAURIER STARTS WITH YOU
Following in a trend set by several other
Ontario universities, WLU has finally
announced its offical theme
song. Despite a
hoard of original material submitted by the
music department, Laurier has settled on "I'll
Start With You" a song well known to most as
the Canadian Tire theme. When asked to com-
ment, President Rosehart was thrilled: "This
song truly characterizes our proud institution,
now get me my Flow 'n Go." Caitlin Howlett,
Editor-in-Chief of The Cord Weekly was less
than impressed. "This is stupider than hiring a
Sports Editor with zero writing exprience."
**The Hawk List is full of dirty, dirty lies.
Hawk List written by Bryan Shinn
Not
OK
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Thank you (yes, you).
PART - DESPO SSIBILK E
CARRIES
OPPORTUNITIES A TEMPS PARTIEL
Be part of our team and take pride in your career. Faites partie de I'equipe de ia Reserve de I'Armee de terre.
In the Canadian Forces Army Reserve, we: C'est avec dignite et fierte que nous sommes:
• Are dedicated to serving Canada at home and abroad • au service des Canadiens, autant au pays qu'a I'etranger
• Work in a challenging environment • appeles a relever des defis passionnants
• Learn leadership skills • engages a developper nos competences en leadership
Take up the challenge of working in today's Army Reserve. Une carriere au sein de la Reserve de I'Armee de terre,
Just look at what we offer you! c'est bien plus qu'un simple emploi. Nous vous offrons:
• A wide range of career opportunities
• de nombreuses possibles de carrieres
• Practical hands-on experience • I'occasion d'apprendre en travaillant
• Help with paying for your education • de vous aider a payer vos etudes
• Voluntary overseas missions • de participer a titre volontaire a des missions a I'etranger
NOW HIRING! MAINTENANT EN RECRUTEMEN7I
Visit our Recruiter at Venez rencontrer notre recruteur,
550 Parkside Drive, Waterloo au 550 Parkside Drive, Waterloo
(519) 888-9782 (519) 888-9782
STRONG. PROUD. DECOUVREZ VOS FORCES
TODAY'S CANADIAN FORCES. DANS LES FORCES CANADIENNES.
1 800 856-8488 ML
ldCld www.forces.gc.ca ffjfl1 I .%S
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CMA bound graduate
Become a CMA. It's the edge you need to stand out. As a CMA you'll build on the range of skills your degree has
Maybe you've never considered a career in accounting, but already given you.
And your training will prepare you to make ISj^^SI^EI
you've probably also never considered the benefits that a strategic and
financial decisions, which can help you grow an
Certified
professional designation in management accounting can offer. organization, and make you an asset to any employer. Gaining a
It could mean the difference between blending in, or standing professional advantage may be closer than you think: Visit our KHjljlttl
out from the crowd. website to find out how a CMA designation can work for you. cma-ontario.org
March Madness: some crazy shit
It hath been a treat for collegiate basketball fans,
and with only three games left, Cord Sports' Mark
Hopkins gives you the inside track
MARK HOPKINS
NCAA Insider
And then there were four.
After four of the best rounds
of college basketball in recent
memory, the field has been set for
St. Louis.
Top-ranked Illinois charged back
and managed to come from
behind to steal the Chicago
region from the Arizona Wildcats
in a thrilling overtime victory on
Saturday. The Illini will battle
the Louisville Cardinals, who
also posted a comeback win to
get to the final four. Louisville
managed to topple West Virginia
to advance out of the
Albuquerque region.
Hie other semifinal match-up
features the number one seed
from the Syracuse bracket, North
Carolina, and the winners of the
Austin regional, the Michigan
State Spartans. The Tar Heels
rolled over Wisconsin and the
Spartans defeated second seed
Kentucky in a thrilling double
overtime game to get to the big
show.
There have been numerous
upsets and nail-biters throughout
March Madness this year, and the
Final Four this weekend should
not disappoint. Despite the fact
that many favourites went down,
an abundance of fans anticipated
Illinois, UNC and Louisville to
be in St. Louis for the final dance.
Tom Izzo and his Michigan State
squad surprised some by knock-
ing off Duke and subsequently
Kentucky, but their charge into
the Final Four should not come as
a huge surprise. However, they
have won their last game of the
tournament.
Illinois vs Louisville
This has the makeup of a thriller.
Thus far, Illinois has demonstrat-
ed their case for being the best
teamin the nation, and Louisville
has proven that the selection
committee was inaccurate in
making them a four-seed. Three-
balls will be flying in this game,
that's for sure. Francisco Garcia
is set to have a great game for the
Cardinals, but the trio of Deron
Williams, Luther Head and Dee
Brown in the Illini backcourt will
prove
to be too much for the
Cardinals to handle. Illinois cen-
tre James Augustine will be a
force on offence and the back-
boards, as Louisville doesn't
have the size to match-up well
against the underrated big man.
Prediction! Illinois
North Carolina vs Michigan St.
Not many people are surprised
that the Tar Heels have made it
this far, but the appearance of
Michigan State in St. Louis has
raised a few eyebrows. Much to
our chagrin, we picked the
Spartans to be upset in the open-
ing round by twelve-seed Old
Dominion. Oh, the power of
hindsight. However, this will be
the end of Michigan State's nice
run. UNC has too much talent on
their roster. Standout centre Sean
May has been a force all tourna-
ment long and that trend will con-
tinue as he leads the Tar Heels
into the championship game.
Prediction: North Carolina
The Finals
The national champion will be
determined by a marquee match-
up between the two best squads
in the tournament . After all of the
drama and upsets of this edition
of The Madness, two top seeded
teams will square off for national
supremacy. Illinois does feature
one of the best defenses in col-
lege basketball, but North
Carolina counters with one of the
top offenses in the game.
Both teams possess an explo-
sive set of guards, but the differ-
ence in this game will be North
Carolina's Sean May. He will be
matched up in the post against
Illini centre James Augustine.
Both of these players are skilled
on the offensive end, but May's
work on the boards will make the
difference. The Junior Tar Heel
is a leader on Roy Williams'
UNC team, and averages a dou-
ble-double in points and
rebounds this season.
Expect a back and forth game
with the Tar Heels coming out on
top to capture their first national
title since 1993.
Prediction:
North Carolina 74 - Illinois 72
Sports ￿
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Arts & Entertainment
The Stars Here on cross-Canada tour
ADRIAN MA
Staff Writer
With
the release of their new
record Check the
Wreckage, Kitchener-Waterloo
based rockers The Stars Here are
attempting to make their presence
known to the Canadian music
scene. The nine-song album, dis-
tributed through Doormat
Records, is a propulsive blend of
stomping classic rock and garage
fuzz, heightened by liquid vocal
harmonies and memorable cho-
ruses.
Check the Wreckage is a
strong outing by The Stars Here,
who have just begun an ambi-
tious tour in support of the album.
Stars' drummer Mark Imola, who
also runs the open-mic Monday
nights at Wilfs, discussed his
band's busy schedule over the
next short while.
"We're playing every major
city except Regina this year. Then
once we get back we are going to
conduct a radio campaign for
campus, community and even
commercial radio and then we're
going to finish up some demos
and get them out to some produc-
ers we've been talking to," says
Imola.
The current configuration of
the band - Patrick Finch (vocals),
Chris Gardener (guitar), Graeme
Pautler (bass), Paddy Townsend
(keyboards) and Imola - have
been playing together since 2003,
all having met in Waterloo. Imola
mentions that the group has a
variety of musical influences.
"If we had to pick five I think
they would The Rolling Stones,
The Rheostatics, The Verve, John
Frusciante from the Chili Peppers
and I guess Neil Young. Those
would be the influences that we
tend to think of when we are writ-
ing but obviously there are hun-
dreds."
For those interested in hearing
the sound of The Stars Here,
Imola recommends that people
check out their official site at
www.thestarshere.com.
The Stars Here will be play-
ing Wilfs this Saturday, April 2
with proceeds going to charity.
Cover is $3.
Contributed photo
The Stars Here will play Wilf's on April 2.
The future of Nintendo
Video game reviewer Jillian
Pancott looks ahead at
Nintendo's forthcoming system,
Revolution
Jillian Pancott
Copy Editor
As the last issue of The Cord is
upon us, I look back at some of
the games I have reviewed. Some
were good, some were okay and
some were down-right awful. But
with the era of the Gamecube
coming to an end, now is a good
time to look to the future and see
what Nintendo has in store.
By the end of 2006, Nintendo
is planning to release the newest
edition to the Nintendo console
family, currently named
Revolution. At the E-3 confer-
ence, one of the largest gaming
expos around, Nintendo president
Satoru Iwata explained very little
about the new console, but prom-
ises great and different things for
the new system. "The definition
for a new machine must be differ-
ent. I want you to know that
Nintendo is working on our next
system and that system will cre-
ate a gaming revolution. Internal
development is underway," Iwata
said during his presentation,
which sparked interest in gaming
enthusiasts everywhere.
Little has been said regarding
the
specs
of the Revolution, but
some new features are going to
make Revolution closer competi-
tion to Xbox2 and PS3.
Revolution will be capable of
online play, one aspect that the
Gamecube was lacking and suf-
fered slightly from. Some reports
have suggested that Revolution's
technology and hardware will be
comparable to the upcoming new
Xbox. Questions have been
raised about what will actually
make this new system so different
that it brings about this "gaming
revolution." Unfortunately that is
not known, but what is known is
that it will probably not be a
microphone driven console; it
will also not mimic Nintendo's
new handheld DS with a dual
screen set-up on the controller.
Revolution will be backwards
compatible, much like the current
PS2, which makes me personally
quite happy that my game collec-
tion will not become obsolete.
This feature is very important,
especially with many of the sure-
to-be fantastic games Nintendo
will be releasing right up until the
end of Gamecube's run. The
Legend of Zelda is currently in
development, but some amazing
videos and screen shots can be
found at www.ign.com, and I
highly recommend you check
them out. Words cannot do justice
to the clarity of images and over-
all style that will be in the newest
Zelda adventure. This instalment
is heading back towards the style
of Ocarina of Time, a relief after
Windwaker and 4 Swords were
so disappointing.
I
guess my biggest concern
regarding the new system,
Revolution, is how will the
games
be? I love the style and
subject matter of most Nintendo
games, and
would be saddened if
we were to lose the Mario charac-
ters, the fun cartoons, the easy to
play games and all that was there
since the beginning of Nintendo.
If Nintendo tried to compete
directly with Microsoft and Sony,
these games may be lost to us.
But I have faith in Nintendo that
they know their market, and
while they are going to try to
expand to the more hardcore
gamers, I'm sure they will always
have a place for the recreational
and beginner gamers as well.
Contributed photo
Will Nintendo discard its Mario characters with the release of the Revolution system?
Grad House show
highs and lows
Dan Guillemette
Staff Writer
Guelph acts The Chestnuts and
the Trees, Knock Knock Ginger
and The Barmitzvah Brothers
descended onto the cramped
quarters of UW's Grad House on
Holy Thursday, temporarily
transforming the normality of
Waterloo into its weirder, artsier
cousin further up the 401. With
whisky fizzling in my skull,
opening band The Chestnuts and
the Trees were the perfect start to
the evening.
Warm, straight-forward roots,
they were two acoustic guitars
and a stand up bass, playing sim-
ple but sharp songs with a lyrical
plainness that made each tune
utterly relatable. I think to make a
very structured and predictable
style good requires emotional
honesty and straight ahead clari-
ty. That's why Bob Dylan's
protest songs had so much
impact, and how the music of
Hank Williams can still resonate
today. Chestnuts and the Trees
pulled this all off remarkably
well. The
song "Crease
in the
Paper" came in quiet, slowly
dominating the audience's
thoughts until it hit us like a
secret you reach when you're
quiet to the world. It was a great
set except for a few mistakes. You
can download their whole album
on www.rivershanty.ca, because,
as the singer told us, "We're out
of CDs."
As Knock Knock Ginger
tuned up their instruments, I
began to wonder "what makes a
band good?" This ensemble
proved the age old truism that "if
your gentile bassist is wearing a
yarmulke and a Nucking Futs t-
shirt, your band is going to blow."
Maybe if I could have heard
the cello player and maybe if I
couldn't have heard the singer's
lyrics, it could have been better.
They did have two good songs
but while the Chestnuts and the
Trees were a satisfying home-
cooked meal, the rest of Knock
Knock Ginger's ditties sounded
like an expensive salad.
Finally, the Barmitzvah
Brothers. I've seen them twice
now, and each time has been a
candy-coated experience. They
sound like a hand painted car:
covered in skulls and crossbones,
lightning bolts, and plaid, their
sheer exuberance in playing
made everyone around me ask
"why the hell am I not doing
that?" They managed to pull off
being loose and tight. They
swapped instruments and micro-
phones; they incorporated trum-
pets, banjos and cereal, yet every-
thing that seemed so unplanned
and harebrained worked so well.
Each song's apparent silliness
was anchored by the rich texture
of the individual instruments, so
it all quilted together into a pretty
joyful uh.. .quilt.
David Popplow
Barmitzvah Brothers.
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The Incredible world
ofNeverland
Rob Crocco
Movie Critic
Thus
far, the month of March
has produced two films on
DVD that I cannot believe I
missed in theatres - in fact, I'm
almost embarrassed about it!
The Incredibles and Finding
Neverland are two films that are
impossible not to like; designed
for children and adults alike,
these two films carry with them
humour, playfulness and a seri-
ous undertone that calls upon a
scholarly elucidation from yours
truly - the last review of my
Laurier days.
The Incredibles is explicitly
a film geared towards children,
but in many ways, it it appeals to
a mass audience. For instance,
the idea of people suing Mr.
Incredible when they didn't want
to be saved, or superheroes that
live among us who pretend to be
everyday people (facilitated
through the superhero protection
program) and who can forget the
line, "Don't be ashamed of your
superpowers!" These compo-
nents vibrate the film with real-
ism and a satirical edge as various
social commentaries resonate
throughout the film, making it
impossible not to appreciate the
sheer brilliance of the actual
script.
Furthermore, the superpowers
themselves carry with them cer-
tain connotations that evoke
stereotypes of the typical - or not
so typical (depending on your
perception) - North American
family unit. For example, Mr.
Incredible encompasses brute
strength (the all-powerful/mascu-
line father figure) and when he is
constrained by the mundaneness
of suburban existence, he
becomes detracted, out of
tune.and utterly depressed. Mrs.
Incredible/Parr, or Elastigirl. is
optimistic, nurturing, reassuring,
honest and both figuratively and
literally speaking, flexible in all
areas of domestic tradition: cook-
ing. managing the children and
being naive. The children are also
molded in this 'typical' fashion:
Dash is quick, over zealous,
vehement and his natural power
is unlimited speed (the kid can
even run on water!); Violet is
slightly subdued, shy and unsure
of herself (both internally and
using her power); her natural
power is invisibility and the abil-
ity to generate a force field. I'm
not going to get into Jack Jack,
except to say he's a cross between
a gargoyle and a gremlin, but I'm
sure the sequel should make that
clear.
Marc Foster's Finding
Neverland is a film that also
appeals to a mass audience.
Johnny Depp plays Matthew
Barrie, the boyish writer who is
inspired by four remarkable boys.
Peter Pan becomes the play that
saves Barrie's career, but, more
importantly, allows the four boys
to find happiness in a world with-
out a father and a dying mother.
Finding Neverland is a
charming tale of a man that refus-
es to grow up. With an acute
rela-
tionship with children, Barrie
becomes the father figure - more
like the big brother - to Jack,
George, Michael and most of all,
Peter, who is the disturbed one of
the bunch who dreams of becom-
ing a playwright himself one day.
What makes this film so remark-
able is that it is subtle; instead of
beating the audience over the
head with the various themes that
are more or less obvious, the film
presents the idea of remaining a
child forever as a frame of mind
as seen through the relationship
between Barrie and the Davies
boys. The film is fairly short,
well-acted (I guess I should men-
tion Kate Winslet who wowed us
in Eternal Sunshine early in
2004 and does a decent job as the
boys' dying mother).
The true star of the film - not
to undermine Johnny, whose per-
formance is impeccable as
always - is Freddie Highmore, the
boy who plays Peter and is set to
play Charlie with Depp in Tim
Burton's remake of the classic
novel Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory which is still
in production. The most memo-
rable moment of the film is when
someone remarks to Peter,
"You're the boy who Peter Pan
was based on," to which Peter
responds with wisdom: "no, he
is." executing an intense look at
Barrie who is stunned by Peter's
intuitive response. I'm always
impressed with child actors, as
most of them don't last past
puberty, but this boy Freddie
Highmore is a name that I'm sure
will surface for years to come -
what was that kid's name from
The Sixth Sense again?
Highmore is gripping, flawless,
with ease and most of all, REAL
- traits that most child actors
struggle to embody.
In final thought, see these two
movies - back to back even. I
know there has been a lot of buzz
surrounding them, but it's well
warranted, as both films are wor-
thy of numerous re-watches with
friends, family and loved ones
who are not afraid to rediscover
that child that lives in each and
everyone of us. the part of us
that
embodies the human soul, the
part of us that pumps blood
through our veins and into our
hearts.
It's this
years
final installment of the (not so) Weekly Lyrics! If you know this
song,
e-inail wluentertainmen@yahoo.ca and you will take homeevery single CD
that remains in the free CD box (provided vou want them). Good luck! Thanks
to everyone
who played this year!
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Adventure has a new destination.
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EarCANDY
Doves
have always been keen
on soaring to higher levels.
Carrying on their wings a steady
formula of stomping, crowd-rais-
ing drums and soaring guitar
parts. Doves treat ears with sweet
songs and anthemic choruses.
The band started out as a 90s
dance ensemble (under a differ-
ent name), with a handful of pop-
ular club tunes, for a brief time.
After Britpop had its glory.
Doves crept onto the scene with
The Last Broadcast, a sky-high
classic. After the success of their
first album. Doves took a surpris-
ingly long period to come up with
this one. The difficult second
album though? hi some ways
both yes and no. Like recurring
malaria, it takes some getting
used to. Like the first album,
don't expect to love this, or even
be interested in it, on your first
listen.
The album starts with some
amiable tunes. "Black and White
Town" sounds like Iggy Pop at
war with Tears For Fears. Singer
Jimi Goodwin warns us with the
paranoiac hush of "You better
make sure that you don't crack
your head on the pavement man!"
displaying the band's treatment of
issues of social fear and
escapism. Next, "Almost Forgot
Myself" plays with the token
drum thumps of the band's past
songs, but is built with a strong
dual bass line that rhythmically
carries the song into a catchy and
melodic chorus with the reverber-
ating twinkle of guitar. Don't let
the apparent minimalism of the
songs discourage you: after
repeated listens the shell of sim-
plicity eventually scrapes away to
reveal a richer centre.
Other songs fail to convince
over time. "The Storm" and
"Shadows of Salford" feature
vocals by Jez Williams, which
start to tire after time and seem
like a gimmick. Although on the
first album Jez sang a brief little
ditty here and there, his voice
starts to sound too much like the
lollipop midget from The Wizard
of Oz. "Sky Starts Falling'" picks
tilings up with a Strokes-y guitar
twang and a more upbeat Jimi
Goodwin, quickly opening up
into a discordant but strangely
effective instrumental loop with
low guitar bends and higher
chirps reminiscent of U2.
Comparisons of U2 carry into
other parts of the album, such as
in the opening "Some Cities".
Don't let that likeness put you off
though: Doves show throughout
the album that they are capable of
more sonic beauty and transcen-
dent harmony than their older and
less hip contemporaries.
At first a calming and gently
stirring listen, gradually Some
Cities becomes a more intriguing
record. Songs will live in your
head for days and you'll find it
hard to shake off these sonically
poignant gems. If you're looking
for something to get stuck in your
head, grab this.
-Alex Hayter
BackTracks!
Ear Candy revisits some CDs from
the oast couole of years
This album has been out for a
year now. Why am I writing a
review of a CD that was released
a year ago? The answer is simple:
I just discovered it! My slow up-
take on discovering bands is
oftentimes coupled with periods
of immense CD searching tech-
niques that amaze even me.
This British band's third
album. Final Straw, is a great mix
of intense ballads ("Run" and
"Grazed Knees"), mid-tempos
filled with acoustic guitar and
piano ("How to be Dead") and
rock jumpers once again display-
ing the piano but with the added
element of electronic buzz.
("Whatever's Left" and "Spitting
Games.")
The lead singer. Gary
Lightbody. adds his baritone,
melodic voice to the songs. I
have a weakness for the sound of
pianos in up-tempo, jumpy songs,
so "Spitting Games" is one of my
favourites. I first listened to the
CD while in my car. and have to
admit that it's a great driving
album, moving from slow to fast
within minutes, coinciding with
the sporadic traffic clusters I was
encountering on the 85.
The album's title appears in
"Chocolate" with very profound
lyrics: "'This is the straw, final
straw in the roof of my mouth as
I lie to you.'" My favourite song
is "Run." I also love long and
intense songs (The Doors' "The
End" and Something Corporate's
"Konstantine" are mv two
- Please see Candy, page 35
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favourite songs) so this single is
right up my alley. It's a sappy
love song that reminds me of a
great movement in a movie:
"Even if you cannot hear my
voice, I'll be right beside you
dear."
I thought I'd comment on the
album artwork before tying this
review up. Instead of displaying
the ritual lyrics for its songs,
Snow Patrol instead included pic-
tures of what I can only assume is
of the countryside in England.
The pictures are slightly blurry,
but they make a great use of light
gleaming off the camera.
I'm disappointed that it has
taken me a year to catch on to this
band, but there is the hope that by
writing this review, I can pass on
the acclaim to all of you. The
only reason it got 4/5 and not 5/5
was I don't particularly believe in
perfection. Nevertheless, if you
like Pilate, Keane or Death Cab
for Cutie there is no doubt that
Snow Patrol will amaze you as it
has me.
-Kara Bertrand
After I heard Elephant, the first
thing I thought was that I had
seriously misjudged The White
Stripes. Somehow, though I had
numerous downloads and consid-
ered myself a fan, I had gotten
their genre wrong. I thought of
them as a garage-style band.
In reality, although there are a
few garage-sounding songs on
the album, such as "Girl, You
Have No Faith in Medicine" and
"Hypnotize", The White Stripes
seem to be pure rock and roll,
with a strong blues base. This
surprised me. The White Stripes -
blues! Who would have thought?
This is especially clear in "Ball
and Biscuit": with that guitar-
driven melody and those lyrics,
it's unmistakable blues. And this
is a good thing - it's done very
well.
The overall album is themed
towards an idea that may also be
brought on by the blues mentali-
ty. The write-up in the leaflet pro-
poses the theory of the death of
the sweetheart. And the lyrics
throughout almost the entire
album follow suit. They are gen-
erally about love, at least in some
form. But this is not that sweet
love from old love songs, or even
the unrequited love of so many
bands out today. It is a bitter sort
of love, and an apathetic sort of
love. A love that's real, and mod-
ern, and doesn't entirely work
out. We see this attitude with
lyrics such as "It's impossible to
get along with you, it's hard to
look you in the face when you are
talking, so it helps to have a mir-
ror in the room."
The sounds of the songs range
greatly past the pure blues and the
garage rock, though. The album
is clearly what used to be called
rock and roll, but it has eccentric,
eclectic twists. The White Stripes
try out different sounds and dif-
ferent beats throughout the songs.
There is one peculiar low-key
song, sung by Meg White instead
of Jack, that feels like it's always
waiting for its big climax - which
never comes. Then there's the
Burt Bacharach cover. And then
there's the song that seems to be a
real discussion about love, in
song form, between Meg, Jack
and a third woman, "Holly".
Though the album samples
from many different sounds,
there is one thing that plays no
part in the recording: computers.
The back of the CD leaflet brags
that "No computers were used
during the writing, recording,
mixing, or mastering of this
record." If this is what they are
proud of, perhaps this is the rea-
son that they get the "garage
rock" label so often.
No matter what, the experi-
mentation with sounds, peculiari-
ties in rhythm and ideas and aver-
sion to computers proves that The
White Stripes' Elephant is a
throw back to that real rock and
roll we've been missing.
-Jessica Peter
Sony's PSP: Pretender to the throne?
WILBUR MCLEAN
Video Game Specialist
For
years
it has been generally
accepted that Nintendo is the
king of handheld gaming. Since
the inception of the handheld sys-
tem, Nintendo has
thrown aside
challenger after challenger, from
the legitimate (Sega's Game Gear
and Nomad as well as Neo Geo's
Pocket Colour) to the pathetic
(TigerGame.com and the Nokia
N-Gage).
Each contender has had two
things in common: its desire to
market itself as the machine inno-
vative and technologically
advanced enough to end
Nintendo's run as the undisputed
king of handhelds and, ultimate-
ly, the crash-and-burn failure of
each to do so.
So, naturally, it's with some
apprehension that gamers
approach Sony's new handheld
released this past Tuesday, the
PSP or PlayStation Portable.
Many critics cite the simple fact
that Nintendo and handheld gam-
ing have become synonymous as
reason alone for Sony's PSP to be
a bad idea.
The PSP's launch was met
with mixed reaction. Most stores
that took pre-orders had pre-sold
their entire allocation weeks
prior. Yet on launch day itself
some retailers reported still hav-
ing many units sitting on the
shelf.
Often questioned about the
launch of the PSP has been the
curious release date.
Traditionally, new systems are
launched in November, to coin-
cide with the Christmas season
and shoppers' hysteria: when
selling anything will result in
sales. For Sony to launch in
March was seen as a foolish
move, especially considering this
is Sony's first foray into the
handheld gaming world and the
generally understood difficulty of
cracking the handheld market.
How are gamers supposed to
afford the $300 Sony is demand-
ing when credit card bills from
the Christmas season still need to
be paid?
Sony apparently, is convinced
the multimedia strengths of the
PSP will prevail.
"PSP will evolve and elevate
portable entertainment, giving
users the freedom to play full 3D
games,
watch movies, listen to
music and connect wirelessly on
their terms, their time and their
place," said Kaz Hirai, president
and chief executive officer, Sony
Computer Entertainment
America Incorporated in an offi-
cial statement released prior to
launch.
Sony does have plenty of rea-
sons to be optimistic. The PSP is
by far the most powerful hand-
held system ever, dwarfing the
Nintendo DS's capabilities.
Added features such as giving
gamers the ability to play both
music and movies (Spider-Man
2 was bundled with all units for
the first shipment) on their PSP
was more than enough reason for
many gamers to line up hours
in
advance on launch day.
Most impressive, however,
has been the launch lineup with
top developers Activision,
Konami, Electronic Arts, Namco
and Übisoft all contributing with
titles. These weren't low-brow,
don't-know titles either. Top
names like Twisted Metal, Tony
Hawk's Underground, Spider-
Man 2 and possibly the crowning
jewel, Metal Gear, were all pres-
ent on launch day. It's becoming
widely accepted that this is the
best launch lineup for any system
ever.
In fact, despite the DS having
a four-month head start, the
PSP's deep launch list finds it
with the same numberof titles as
the PSP, 18 each. This doesn't
bode well for Nintendo, who is
notorious for having trouble
courting third party developers
and instead relying heavily on
first party titles like Mario and
Metroid. The lack of selection
may drive many games to the
PSP.
Regardless of the reasons,
Sony is making arguably the
strongest push in years to knock
Nintendo off its lofty perch atop
the handheld throne. While
Nintendo has the name and the
history, Sony has the games,
hardware and the media cross-
compatibility to potentially
become the new monarch. Those
looking for a quick answer will
be disappointed, however, as this
will undoubtedly be a long, hard
race for both Sony and Nintendo.
Contributed photo
Sony's new PlayStation Portable launched this month.
- from Candy, page 34
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Keystone
Graduating students can pick up
Keystone yearbooks this
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
in the Concourse from 9am to
4pm.
Other students can purchase
Keystone yearbooks at $40
Yearbooks from previous years are also
available at discounted prices
«. & -e —JL usoma.
First and foremost, thank you so much to everyone who wrote for
A & E this year. All of my writers were wonderful -1 had so many
people who were eager to write and willing to pull stories off for me at
the last minute. Congrats to Alex Hayter, next year's A&,E editor -
you'll do a great job.
And thanks to: my Entertainment section predecessor Chris
Clemens for keeping the ratio of criticism to positive comments tolera-
ble and the Ed Board for being such amazingly fun people to work
with - Caitlin for being such a great EIC, Currie for being beligerent
and getting us a dog for the summer, Bryn for being a controversy cow
and leaving big shoes to fill, 'Pril for giving me the chance to gush
about wedding stuff, Fraser for the sweet-ass shirts, Cote for being a
fellow vegetarian, B-Shinn for going to Bright Eyes, getting drunk at
6pm and being an accomplice in my cab thievery, Pinchy for playing
open mics, Jenn for giving me my Cord writing start, Colin for having
an awesome tattoo and Stefan for giving me more space. Also: anyone
I've worked with at 1%e Cord over the last three years (I still maintain
that Cordies are the most ridiculous group of people I've ever met),
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce for reading the shout-outs and letting us have our
reUeat at their house last summer, profs who read The Cord, people
who remember articles and thank you for them, the cast and crew of
It's Something You Can Depend On, anyone who ever got up to listen
to my radio show, anyone who said I remind them of Ani Difranco,
Tom Green for making my 21st birthday the best one ever, Billy
Corgan for coming to Toronto and shaking my hand, all the bands I
saw this year that put on awesome shows, San Francisco, poutine and
the colour pink. It's been fun and I'm glad I'll be back next year.
-Carlv's OK
Production Endnote
Bookending2004-05:
A year of producing The Cord
BRANDON CURRIE
Production Manager
It's
a common response when
newcomers enter the Student
Publications office. They see our
walls adorned with historic Cords
of old. Volunteers are busily
clicking mice and hurling
obscenities at computer screens.
It's a newsroom, production area,
boardroom, library, lounge and
dining hall in less than 700 square
feet.
"So this is where the magic
happens, huh?"
At the risk of self-depreca-
tion, any notion of our office as
the whimsical abode of high
falutin' journalism is utterly false.
Each week, we at The Cord pro-
duce your newspaper through a
chaotic patchwork of hardware
and software that would make
202 Regina look efficient.
But perhaps at the end of my
term as Production Manager I'm
being too cynical. After all, with
the right cocktail of production
night pizza and subterranean air,
something vaguely resembling
magic sometimes does happen.
Thus, I present you with the
creme de la creme of Cord design
from this past year.
Pictured below and to the
right are the layouts that, for one
reason or another, I thought had
the best aesthetic.
I won't bombard you with
production babble to explain why
they were the best. Simply, these
were the spreads that most drew
readers to peruse the article(s)
they displayed.
Also, as a service to the com-
munity I've included a chrono-
logical catalogue of this year's
covers for posterity and reflec-
tion. As an outgoing Production
Manager, it's the perfect way to
bookend a year that was always
hard work, but at times, magical.
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